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Abstract
This dissertation is divided into two parts: the first part deals with the
concepts of angular momentum and spin in classicalmechanics and quantum
mechanics and relativistic quantum mechanics and their connection with
magnetic moments.
In the second part, a model is set up of a relativistic three particle system,
based on the previou..sly introduced concepts, which will serve as a template
for a nucleon. The spatial component of the Lorentz invariant electrcmag-
netic current is computed, and on the basis of it, the magnetic moment in
the non-relativistic limit.
It will be seen that the ratio -1 for the magnetic moment of the proton
to the neutron will be recovered, in accordance 'with the static quark model,
static QeD and very close to experiment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years. the study of spin has provided valuable insights into the
structure of subatomic particles. The quantum variable "spin" cannot »e
directly observed, but only inferred to from the related quantity" magnetic
moment". Experimental results for the value of magnetic momenta exists
for a large number of particles. The correct computation of the magnetic
moment for a theoretical model can be viewed as a important initial success.
The experiments which study spin hence measure magnetic momenta.
Some experiments involved a comparison of the results of polarized to anti-
polarized proton-proton scattering cross-sections. These results indicate that
for large PJ , where the asymptotically free region is probed and the scattering
is taken to be a consequence of the hard scattering constituents, the collision
parameter, or the "size" of the proton, appears to be larger for collisions
between polarized beams [16].
Interpretation of the experimental outcome leads to conclude that only a
fraction of proton as well as r-eutron spin is due to quarks [10][11].
This dissertation aims to pave the way in a direction that may finally
produce some clarity to this problem.
In this dissertation, a template for the nucleon will be presented in the
dissertation under the assumption that the nucleon is a three body system
composed of quarks.
The quark model has its origins in a large number of experimental data
on baryon and meson resonances during the 1960's [18]. It was found that
the patterns found could be accounted for in terms of quark constituents.
Initially, Gell-Mann and Zweig proposed three types of fermion constituents
in a baryon.with "flavours" u (up), d (down) and s (strange). The "up"
7
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ami "down" refers to the relative orientation of the isospin, 1:1 = ~ (up) and
fa .= -~ (down) and Is = I) (strange). These constituents were assumed to
carry fractional charges. with d and s having charge ~ = -1, 7.L has charge
9 = ~l) and each carries spin ~.e ~. . ~
By imposing the symmetry of quark flavour [18Jas well as spin (i.e. the
state does not change under exchange of any pair of quarks), the baryon de-
cuplet with spin-parity ~+ can be constructed. Each member of the decnplet
has the spin (if all threeconstituents aligned, The n- baryon was predicted
on this basis 3 years before it was observed.
Since three fermions in the same state with the same spin violate the Pauli
exclusion principle, an additional quantum number was necessary to describe
the quarks. This quantum number was called" colour", and the quarks can
have quantum number red, green and blue. So the added constraint of the
baryons being overall "colourless" was imposed.
More important to this disseration is the symmetry operation of simulta-
neous interchange of flavour and spin of any quark pair although not under
each separately [18]. This symmetry gives rise to the baryon ovtet, of which
the proton (uud) and the neutron (udd) are members. Each 0 the members
of the octet has spin-parity ~+.
Although this group theoretical analysis assumes the quarks to be static,
against which there are strong arguments to be presented later, it nevertheless
yields satisfactory results and the quark hypothesis is still going strong. We
shall compare our results 'with the results obtained by the static quark model.
A large part of the dissertation deals with the model introduced in [131
and further work on it in [10]. In these papers, the zeroth component of the
current G s ((l) was calculated and a value was obtained for the quark core ra-
dius. It. turned ontothat there was a non-vanishing contribution to (r~) which
was purely due to the minimal correlation considered in the model. The nu-
merical values obtained and found to be in the range 0 < .j<riJ' < O.16fm
in the non relativistic and the extreme relativistic limit respectively. The
extreme relativistic value accounted for 19% of the empirical value for the
proton radius at rest, which is given as 0.81 ± O.04jm or 0.862 ± O.012fm
in [16]. This contribution to the radius is thought to be due to Thomas
precession effect, which arises from the non-commutativity o, eMS and per-
pendicular boosts acting on the system. In this dissertation, Itwill be shown
that the model retrieves the static ratio -~ of the magnetic moments of the
proton and the neutron. To this end, the spatial component of the invariant
9electromagnetic current will have to be computed.
In order to understand all the components used in constructing the model.
it was necessary to study some very important formalisms. The principle
work presented in this dissertation was to calculate the ratio of the expecta-
tion value of the magnetic moment of the proton and the nucleon.
In Chapters two to five, I give an overview of how spin is described in
physics, Chapters six to eight present the new work done.
Chapter two deals with rotational phenomena in general and how they
are described mathematically in classical physics (Aui quantum mechanics.
We start from classical physics and derive the relationship between angular
momentum and magnetic moment. This is a very important result, since as
stated earlier, spin as well as angular momentum can only be inferred on a
particle level via the observable quantity of magnetic moment. The group
structure of rotational phenomena will also be presented, since this will be
the stepping stone to the classical description of spin, which is intuitively
very appealing, The transition to quantum mechanics is presented in some
detail.
Chapter three investigates the origin of spin as an experimentally inferred
phenomenon and, moreover, how these results were incorporated in the de-
scription of particles. Spin is of special importance to us, since we assume
the three partons in our model to be in an initial a-state, a state of zero
angular momentum. Hence we would expect, in the static (non-relativistic)
limit, all the contribution to the magnetic moment to come from the spin of
the constituents.
The fourth Chapter deals with the Dirac equation, The marriage of the
two fundamental principles. quantum mechanics and relativity, gives rise to
an analytically derived expression for spin. As already mentioned, there are
good arguments for assuming the quarks to movewith relativistic velocities.
The quarks will have to be described quantum-mechanically because of their
dimensions and relativistically because of their velocity. Dirac was tho first
to describe relativistic quantum mechanics successfully for fermions, His
description contains some surprising results, which will be presented later.
Following this, Chapter five introduces the helicity formalism. TWs spin
formalism, which has been used initially to describe three particle decays
[12J,L mployed in a new context the use of the helicity formalism in this
new context leads to the formulation of a new model of the nucleon described
in Chapter six. The helicity formalism has the advantage of making the spin
projection quantum number relativistically invariant. This in turn will help
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11S to couple the spins of the three constituents, since we can still use L8-
coupling rules. A two particle system will be presented in chapter fiveon the
basis of which we shall build a three body system in the followingchapter.
The invariant vector electromagnetic current as well as the ratio of the
magnetic moment expectation value of the proton to the neutron are com-
puted in Chapter seven. The current will be derived, first in the Sehrodinger
picture. which is intuitively appealing and then by analogy in the Dirac pic-
ture, From the point particle current, the general baryon current will be
derived and finally the Gordon decomposition. The non-relativistic will be
taken and the magnetic moment ratio calculated.
Finally, in Chapter eight, conclusions are drawn and future possibilities
are discussed.
The Appendices contain explicit details of some of the calculations,
Chapter 2
Angular Momentum
In this second chapter. "W(~ shall start by introducing some basics of angu-
lar momentum theory. The relationship between angular momentum and
magnetic moment will be derived. vVe identify the symmetry and conserved
quantity of relevance, on the basis of which a classical Lie-group can be
constructed.
We then show how the classical theory can be generalized to quantum
mechanics.
The chapter is concluded "bygiving a brief overview of the representa-
tion of the rotation group relevant to quantum mechanics and a physical
interpretation of' the mathematical results.
Many of the concepts introduced in this chapter will be used when dis-
cussing spin.
2.1 Classical Angular Momentum
2.1.1 Magnetic moment and orbital angular momen ...
tum
Angular momentum is classically defined as :
L - fxmv
- rn Irll'vl cos e
The AM (angular momentum) vector LIs the vector perpendicular to the
velocity vector v of the particle and the position vector f as seen from the
(2.1)
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axis of rotation as origin. In other words, the rotation occurs in the plane
defined by the vector l. The angle e defines the angle between the vectors r
and 11.
The classical orbital magnetic: dipole moment is defined as [ID]
fl.l = fA (2.2)
where I is the electric current and A the area of the loop the current flows
through. The {,11rrentis assumed to be perpendicular to the position vector
of the moving charge.
Assuming cosO = 1 ill (2.1) 1 we rewrite the relation as [19J
L=mrv (2.3)
where the quantities L. r and 1) are taken as magnitudes of their vectors.
When describing, for instance, an electron orbiting an atom. the current
is given by the single charge e circling the atom with a period T = 2:r I where
r is the radius of the orbital and v the magnitude of velocity of the charge.
The current is then
[= e = e~1
. T 27!'r
Solving (2.3) for u and substituting into (2.4) and then substituting (2.4)
into (2.2) yields the result [lH]
(2.4)
eL
J.L1 = 2m
or 1 in vector form e _.
ill = -2mL
where the minus sign arises from the definition of the relative orientations
of ill and L.
If could rewrite the above expression as
-. fl.B L'"
fl.l = -- Ii
where the constant )LB ;:::: ;! is called the Bohr magneton and forms
the natural unit of measuring the magnetic dipole moment. This is, as was
stressed earlier, a very important result, since it connects the theoretic!
quantity of angular momentum to the observable quantity of magnetic mo-
ment. Another important observation is t.he fact that the magnetic moment
to angular momentum ratio does not depend on orbital shape, nor size or
period [191.
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2.1.2 Angular momentum from SO(3)
Classical group theory provides lis with a starting point to make the transi-
tion from classical to quantum mechanics,
A group is, fundamentally, an expression of a symmetry [4].
Noether s theorem tells tIS that, associated with a symmetry of a system,
there exists a conserved quantity. The conserved physical quantity in the
rotation group is the magnitude of angular momentum. Mathematically, the
conserved quantity under operations of the rotation group is the magnitude
of the rotated vector. This can be expressed as the invariance of the metric
under the transformanior=
Since we are working in a 3-dimensional fiat Euclidean space, the metric 9
is just the identity matrix la. The matrix R as defined by the above relation
belongs to the group denoted by 0(3) (for "orthogonal") with the special
property det R =:: ±l.
We are interested in the special case det R = +1, which defines the special
orthogonal group called 80(3), which is the classical group of rotations in 3
dimensions.
For a rotation by an angle (J around the z-axis (the z-axis is arbitrarily
chosen and we could easily generalize to any direction}, the following matrix
can be used:
r
cos () - Sill () 0 1
R[U(O)] = siu() cosO ()
o 0 1
(2.5)
where the property det R =: +1can be easily verified.
R[U(B)] maps the vector (XI y) onto the vector (Xl, V') ill the following
fashion: .
Xl - X cos B - y sin B
yl - x sin B + Y cos B
This transformation is continuous, since the parameter () is continuous,
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2.1.3 Generators of SO(3)
Since the action of rotating a vector is continuous, the group 80(3) is a
3 parameter Lie-group. \Ve can hence find the infinitesimal generators of
rotation.
If the rotations are infinitesimal, then as B - dB, cos de - 1 and sin dO --:,.
dB which reduces the above expression to
XI - X - Y (de)
:yi - x (dO) + y
Upon back-substitution into the rotation matrix and applying the defining
relation for the infinitesimal generator L, , to first order in dB, we obtain [31
U[R(dO)} :::::13 - (de) Lz
The explicit form of L; can be determined. Note that Lz was given as an
example. The same procedure holds for Lx and L1/'
2.2 Angular Momentum in quantum mechan-
ics
2.2.1 Transition to quantum mechanics
This fact can be used in Q. M. (Quantum Mechanics) after the following
considerations:
If we have a. basis vector lx, y) .which has expectation values (x) for the
x-coordinate and (y) for the y-coordinate then we could rewrite the above
equation in terms of expectation values:
(X') - (x) - de (y)
(y'> - de (x) + (y)
The infinrtesimal operator of rotation, which will be denoted U[R( dO)} for
a rotation by an infinitesimal angle dO around the a-axis, changes the basis
vector 1:1;, y) in the following way:
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(X, y I U [R(B)] ! 11) = \l'(x + (dO) u. u -- x (dO)) (2.6)
The rotation operator U+ {R(O)] , which is just the transpose of UF"'(,B)]
(since the rotation matrix is real, the transpose and the dagger opere "ons
are identical), acts on the basis vector (Xl yl. To find the explicit form of the
infinitesimal generator of rotation about the z-axis, which can be used in an
infinitely dimensional Hilbert-space, we write down the generator of rotation
as previously, with the exception that the generator is now the infinitely
dimensional ~
U[R(dO)] = I - * (dO) L,
Where I is the identity matrix (the operator of zero rotation) and Lz is
the generator of rotation to be determined. The constant *- is introduced in
anticipation of what is to follow. "Verewrite (2.6):
\ X, y I 1-- * (dO) t; I \II = 'If(x + (dO) v, y - x (dB)) (2.7)
-i
:::} (Xl Y I I I tIt) - Ii, (de) (Xl y I t; I 1J!) = W(x + (de) y, y - x (dO))
i=> W(X,11; - Ii, (dO) (XI y I Lz I 'If)
= tIt(XI y) +]J (dO)!W(x, y) + (-x (dO)) :y tIt (x, y) + ...
We have used expansions in de to first order on both sides of (2.7), which
reduces to an expression for the infinitesimal generator of rotation in function
space:
- . B a
(x, y I i; I \]f) ::;::ili[y ax - x ay]W(x, y)
We are led to the following identification:
L, - coordinate basis -+ ili[y! - X:yJ
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We have here arrived at the quantum-mechanical generator of infinitesi-
mal rotation which is what we set out to do. The operator L, can be identified
with the angular momentum operator, The label" coordinate basis" above
refers t.o the fact. that the operator looks this way in a coordinate basis with
basis vectors lx, y), as opposed to the "momentum basis", where the linear
momentum operators take on a 11simple" form, while t.be position operators
take on the form of a differential operator (see below).
The operator L; takes a value of the wave function \]!(x, y, z) which assign»
a specific value to each point in space (x, y, z), and then reassigns the same
value to a rotated point (xl, 1}1,Z/).
If we Fourier transform this operator to momentum space, in which it
might be convenient to work at times, we see that
t; - momentum basis --» ill[py ;::,0 - Px 00 1
up;!; py
Since the rotations occur in the physical three dimensions, we can gen-
eralize to the operators L1/ and Lx by simply choosing the rotation to be
around the x or y-axis.
An important aspect for the work in this dissertation. is the fact that
the connection between angular momentum and the magnetic moment is not
altered by the transition to quantum mechanics (19].
2.2.2 Finite rotation generators in 3 and 00 dimensions
The finite rotation operator U[R( ¢, n)] can be obtained after considering that
the rotation group 80(3) is generated by its Lie algebra. The generator of
finite rotations is therefore given by [4]:
U[R(¢, n)] = lim (1- ~N¢n· L)N = exp( -~¢fi' L) (2.8)
N~oo I~ I~
where 0 < ¢ < 271'and the plane of rotation defined by the vector n is
arbitrary.
The L can then either be a finite matrix, in which case it acts on a vector
(x, y, z) or a differential operator, in which case it acts on the function, or
state vector W (x, y, z) ,
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Both forms are representations of generators 1)£ infinitesimal rotations of
the SO(n) algebra. but they act in different dimensions.
While the matrix (2.5) rotates a given vector in three space around a
given axis (z-axis in this case), the differential or";' . .tor rotates a scalar field
W (x. J/, z) around the same axis. The labels (x, y, z) of the function \}! (x, y, z)
denote 3 sets of infinite dimensional coordinate systems (x, y and z respec-
tively), in which the basis vectors are infinitesimally removed (the entities x
and x + dx would be two basis vectors, for instance) while the components
of a canonical two dimensional vector live in a simple t.wodimensional space.
The two dimensional space features in quantum mechanics in the form
of spinors, where a direct product between a spinor and Hilbert space yields
a "twice infinite" dimensional state vector, in the sense that we are dealing
with two infinite sets. In this case the use of a. matrix is appropriate since
the wave function has vector characteristics introduced by the spinors, The
differential operator must be used in the case when the wave function is
a scalar function, since then its variables are continuous and they span an
infinite dimensional Hilbert space. There is no way of mapping between a
two dimensional and an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, The two operator
representations can therefore never yield the same result when acting on the
same state vector, since the state vector has to be in either one of the spaces.
This fact is exploited when describing spin.
2.2.3 Commutators and eigenvalues
The commutation relations between the infinitesimal Hilbert space generators
Lx,Ly and L; follow the Lie algebra of 80(3). This is expected, since they
constitute a different representation of the same algebra [5}:
3
[Li' Lj] = 'iii :L CijkLk
k~=l
where Eijk is the fully skew-symmetric tensor with €123 = 1. These com-
mutation relations can be obtained by explicit construction. The fact. that
the generators do not commute implies that we cannot construct simulta-
neous eigenstates of any two of the generators. The generators cannot be
diagonalized simultaneously.
Now that we have constructed the operators of rotation, we can solve the
eigenvalue problem for a scalar wave function,
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The eigenvalues turn out to be [5] :
L; Ilm) = mli lIm} (2.9)
where l = 0,1,2, 3.... and m = l, l - 1, ...... , -l
We also define the total angular momentum operator squared, which gives
the square of the magnitude of the angular momentum vector when acting
on an eigenstate, by:
L2 = L; + L; + L;
This operator does commute with all L, operators, implying that we
can know the eigenvalues of an operator of rotation in any direction and
its magnitude at the same time. The eigenvalue problem of this particular
operator can be solved to yield:
L2llm) = l(l + 1) Ilm) (2.10)
with l defined as in (2.9)
We can now also define the raising and lowering operators:
(2.11)
L± raises and lowers the eigenvalue of Lz by li,while leaving the eigenvalue
of L2 alone. The raising/lowering operator commutes with L2.
A very important feature of both the L 2 and the Li operators is that they
commute with the Hamiltonian of a spherically invariant system. Simultane-
ous diagonalization can be achieved this way, making a lot of very important
physical problems easier to handle.
In this chapter, we have had a look at rotational phenomena, and how
these Can be set within a mathematical framework in quantum mechanics.
We shall see in the next chapter on spin, which was thought to be an internal
rotation, how the concepts introduced in this chapter can be 11Sed.
Chapter 3
An important quantum label:
Spin
It was clear from experiments (e.g. Stern-Gerlach and spectroscopic data)
that the orbital angular momentum alone could not account for all the ob-
served facts. The data suggested that-stationary particles behaved as if they
had angular momentum. This quantum degree of freedom was thought to be
internal spin.
The inclusion of spin into quantum mechanics was largely pioneered by
E. Wigner [1] and W. Pauli.
Wigner worked mainly in representation theory describing the Poincare
group, while Pauli used the representation of SU(2) to make the physical
concept of spin mathematically tractable,
Wigner constructed his argument on spin on semi-classical grounds: he
assumed the particle to rotate like a spinning top, which is not an altogether
correct analogy. Spin should be thought of more in terms of a quantum num-
ber or an asymmetry in the particle itself, or rather in the way it interacts.
The "spinning top" description was shown by Dirac [3) to be fallacious. He
argued that a particle like the electron would have to rotate at velocities ex-
ceeding the speed of light to produce the magnitude of angular momentum
measured experimentally.
Spin was later shown by :.Arac to be a relativistic effect and we shall see
how it emerges from the Poincare group.
In this chapter, we shall treat spin as a form of angular momentum. We
shall lean heavily on the results of the previous chapter. We shall see that the
commutation relations remain the same and conclude the chapter by stating
19
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the importance of spin lies in the fact that its magnitude is an invariant of
the Poincare group.
3.1 The Description of Spin
3.1.1 Spin as an internal rotation
For now, let us st.ay with the classical picture, which is intuitively more
appealing. It can be abandoned later.
Let us begin by writing down a total angular momentum operator, which
includes both spin and orbital angular momentum:
(3.1)
J is the total angular momentum, l is the orbital angular momentum
and § is the spin angular momentum. We know [5] that Jmust obey the
same commutation relations as the {Li}, since the commutation rules reflect
the law of combination of t ~eral rotations with Li as a special case treating
orbital angular momentum. We can therefore rewrite the above eigenvalue
equations (2.~l) and (2.10)as:
Jz Urn) _. mli IJ'm)
J2lim) - j(j + 1) lim)
where j = 0, 1,2. 3.... and m = j,j -1, ...... ,-j
Of interest to us is the raising/lowering operator of Ji, which is given by
analogy to (2.11) as:
The eigenvalue problem of this operator yields the following result:
1
J± Ijm) = n[(j =F m)(j ±m+ 1)]~Ij, m± 1)
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Ifwe want to obtain the matrix elements of the J:r , say, in the Ijm) basis,
then we compute.
(" 'II I') (" 'I i; + .L I' )) rn . x J7n = J m -2- jm.
which yields the result:
= ~{5jj'bml.m.rt[(j·_ m)(j + rti + 1)]~+Ojj'oml,m-d(j +m)(j - m + l)J~}
and when explicitly calculated, the following matrix results :
0 I) 0 0 0 0
0 () II 0 0 02
0 Ii. D 0 0 02
0 () 0 0 fi 0s.-. - (3.2)fi '1'2 fi0 () 0 0./2 0 ~
0 0 0 0 h 0......,.."';2
1uis is the infinite dimensional matrix representation of J'il:'
.Tv and Jz can be found in 'l similar way. The matrix is block-diagonal
+h zeroes on the main diagonal. The commutation relation [.!'il:\ .!y] = iii.!::
is obeyed in each block separately. This representation is irreducible, i. e.,
it has 110 invariant subspaces.
So far we have seen that the operator L, reassigns the scalar value of
\lI(x, y, z,) to a new coordinate (x',y\z'). The spin operator does not act on
the scalar value of the wave function but reassigns the components of the
wave function into linear combinations of each other. We shall need a matrix
representation to accomplish this, since §acts on the indices (the npin space)
as opposed to the coordinates. The fact that they do act on different parts
of the wave function allows us to separate the commutation relations. These
relations are the same as for the {Li}, since the {Li} are just a special case
of the {Ji}, with s = 0, where s is the expectation value of the spin.
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So:
S
(Jil Jj] :.-::inL EijkJk
k::::l
This can be rewritten, by (3.1), as:
3 3
[Lil Lj] + [Bil 8j] = i1i[2: €ijkLk+· L €ijkSk]
k=l k:::l
Using the faet that the commutation relations for the {Li} are known,
we arc led to :
3
[8il8j) == ifi 2: EijkSk
k""'l
(3.3)
Now in (3.2) we found general (2j + 1) x (2j + 1) matrices in the diagonal
blocks of J.x, with j = O,~, 1,~, ... ,that obeyed these relation ..s, but there is
an infinite number of these matrices along the diagonal. To find out which
one of this infinite number of matrices is the one that we want (the one that
gives the correct measurable eigenvalues), we have to consult experimental
data.
3.1.2 Pauli matrices and spinors
Experiment tells lIS that, WH measure only two eigenvalues, namely ±~.This
leads us to conclude that the matrices that we are looking for must have
dimensions (2 x 2). Going back to (3.2) we see that in the ease of Sx the
matrix looks as follows:
II, (0 1)80; == 2' 1 0
The other matrices, which are found from the matrix representation of
Jy and Jz (not shown) but see for instance [5]), look as follows:
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h(10)S~:::::: -- 2 0 -~1
/
These are the matrices appropriate for 8pin-~ particles, such as the elec-
tron, with 1= O. The S, matrices, without the factor ~, are called the Pauli
matrices, denoted ai, and forms the basis of 811(2). It is easily verified that
the commutation relations (3.3) hold for these matrices.
Hence the way to describe a spin !particle is through a 2-component
wave function called a spinor, The z-direction is singled out, arbitrarily, and
the spinors are the eigenvectors of the matrix Sz. The electron spinor looks
as follows:
w = ( W+(x, y, z) )
'It_(x,y,z)
0).', equivalently:
The eigenvalue problem of the Sz operator acting on \It will have the form:
8~1\];1\ = ~ (1 0) ( W+(x, y, z) ) ;:::±~ ( w+(x, y, z) )
- . / 2 0 -1 w_(x,V,z) 2 w_(x,y,z)
where we can see that the eigenvalues ±~ are produced for the up/down
wave functions.
This, of course, represents a. rather IIartificial" way of introducing spin
into the wave function. Experiment needs to be consulted a priori. A much
more elegant and insightful way to arrive at the description of spin is provided
by.the Dirac theory, where spin comes out naturally when relativity is taken
into account. Spin can therefore be viewed as a consequence of relativity.
3.1.3 Spin and magnetic moment
In analogy to the discussion on the relationship between angular momentum
and magnetic moment, we can also estab 'h a relationship between spin and
magnetic moment. We could guess that the relationship i'l analogous to the
angular momentum case, [19]
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with gs ::;::1, but this assumption is, in fact. incorrect.
It turns out, from experiment, that gs = 2 • This fact can be, explained
theoretically by a process called Thomas precession, which is a relativiotie
effect. The Thomas precession effect is a consequence of Lorentz contraction
and the simultaneous application of 2 boosts perpendicular to each other and
acting on the eMS system. For a. derivation of the effect, see for instance
[19].
3.1.4 Spin: Quantum mechanics and Groups
Spin and Quantum mechanics
The physical interpretation of the spinor description is, like everything in
Q.M., based on probabilities. For a mixture of spin up/down states, the
spinor entries reflect the respective probabilities of the particle being in a
spin up or down state, with eigenvalues ±~ . To this end, the spinor has to
be normalized. A state polarized in an, arbitrary direction can be constructed
by applying the same generator of finite rotations that we saw earlier for
rotations in 3 diinensions, except that now L is substituted by 0-, the Pauli
matricss, and there is an additional factor of ~ , which is a consequence of the
fact that there is a 2~1homomorphism between the SU(2) and 80(3) algebra.
The basic need for a factor of ~ arises from the SU(2) algebra dealing with
complex numbers. This homomorphism can be proven by an elegant but
lengthy argument, which is shown, for instance, in [4].
Spin and Group theory
From group theory [4], we know that SU(2)xSU(2) gives us 80(3,1)i, the
Lorentz group which is an infinite Lie group. This group leaves the Minkowski
metric of space-time, which we obtain from relativity via the expression 82 =
x5 - xi - x~ - x5 1 invariant,
If we form a direct group product between 80(3,1)t and T(4), we obtain
the Poincare group.
T( 4) is the group of space-time translations and discrete reflections and
obeys a four dimensional abelian Lie algebra. The Poincarre group leaves the
quantity 82 = (xo - YO)2 -- (,Xl - Y1)2 - (X2 - Y2)2 - (X3 - ya)2 in Minkowski
space, invariant.
The Lorentz taansformations and the translations do not commute, which
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is a very important result, as we shall see later. The four generators of
infinitesimal translation of T(4), three in space and one in './ime,all commute.
The Lorentz group itself has six generators ofmfinitesimal transformation,
tr Be of rotation and three boosts. The Poincare group is therefore a group
with 10 generators. This group represents the structure of our space-time,
and the postulates of relativity are embedded in it.
Since this group describes the changes that observables undergo when
they are subjected to rotations, boosts or translations, the invariants of this
group must give us the observables which stay the same under any transfer-
mations of the group.
This is a very strong statement.
If these invariants are found, a. particle can be described in any frame in
terms of them, since they remain unaffected by group operations.
These invariants are also called Casimir operators and they have the
important property of commuting with every element of the group.
One of these invariants, the first Casimir operator of the Poincare group,
is found to be the (rest mass)" of a particle.
The other one, the second and last Casimir operator of the Poincare
group, was shown by Wigner to be the (magnitude of spinY.!.
He proved that. the (magnitude of spin)2 is not subject to any changes
regardl '3S or ;;he transformauons. This fact is central to the model that we
shall present later. The invariant magnitude squared of spin for a spin..~
particl- is given by the operator 82 [5J:
(Magnitude of spin)", as well as (rest mass)2can hence be used to describe
a particle in the rest frame but it can be translated to any frame since it
commutes with the boost. This result is used extensively in physics.
This formalisms derived in this chapter were largely based on intuition
and direct experimental evidence. The next chapter provides us with a very
elegant way of deriving the spinor formalism. We shall see how spin emerges
naturally from the Dirac equation.
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Chapter 4
The Dirac equation
Paul Dirac tried to incorporate the theory of relativity into quantum me-
chanics [3]. He suggested that, to make the Schrodinger equation covariant,
the required wave equation be linear in the time as well as in the space
derivatives. This must clearly be the case, since, as we saw in the metric
for space-time (the quantity kept invariant under operations of the Poincare
group) I space and time are treated on em equal footing.
Previous attempts to unite relativity and Q.M. came in the form of the
Klein-Gordon equation, which were initially discarded, since the description
did not adhere to the probabilistic interpretation of Q.M. due to negative
energy solutions.
In this chapter, we shall followthe path taken by Dirac himself .inderiving
the equation, which bears his name.
We begin with the classical relativistic Hamiltonian, derive the form of a
relativistically invariant wave equation and set up the algebra of the coeffi-
cients, which turn out; to be matrices.
The Dirac equation has great bearing on the concept of spin, since it
comes out naturally from the equation. This is not. really surprising, since
the Dirac equation emerges from the Poincarre group.
\¥e shall have a look at a simple example of how the equation is used.
We then polnt out some of the physically interesting features of the equation
and conclude by looking at a popular representation of the Clifford algebra.
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4.1 Dirac'sArgument
4.1.1 Building the Dirac equation
Analogy with the Schrodinger formalism.
The prescriptions to cross from classical mechanics to Q.M., which were
applicable to the Schrodinger picture, can be stated as follows [2]:
H 'n o-+ Hat
.... Ii ...p -+ -;\1
~
where H is the classical Hamiltonian and p the classical momentum vec-
tor.
The operator identification for. the linear momentum operator can be
deduced from the classical group T(3) of space translations in very much
the same way as the angular momentum operator was found earlier from the
rotation group 80(3). The time dependence of an evolving wave function is
described via the identification of the Hamiltonian H with a liimederivative.
The free Schrodinger equation would then arise by applying these substi-
tutions to the classical equation of motion of a free particle:
rII=-
2m
This is the classical Hamiltonian. To make the transition to special rel-
ativity, we have to apply the relativistic relation which describes the total
energy of a body:
H = {ift +mij
where ma is the fest mass of the body, p its momentum and c the speed
of light.
We can see here already that there is going to be trouble with the square-
root. Dirac circumvented this problem by completing the square of the above
Hamiltonian. He rewrote the relativistic Hamiltonian as [5]:
or, alternatively, after the Q.M. substitutions have been made [3]:
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a'l' 1 oW 8'if! awi- = -:-(0:1-· _. + 0:2-,- +a3--) + fJm'if!at i aXl f:):lJ2 OX3
where the {ai} and the {fJ} had to be determined by comparing coeffi-
dents with the completed square expression.
(4.1)
Identification of the coefficients
Initial speculation would tell us that the {ai} and the {fJ} could not be c-
numbers since the. equation would otherwise not be invariant under spatial
rotations. The equation had to be a matrix equation. This is verified by the
result of the comparison between the coefficients, which yields the conditions
for the {O:i} and the {,B} :
(4.2)
,Bai + C'i.,.,B= 0
a~= 82 = 0~ .
Hence 'if! was thought to be a vector of the form:
and the {ai} and the {,B} were (n x n) matrices.
This has a strong similarity to the 2-eomponent Pauli spinor.
Considering the fact that these matrices had to be even-dimensional to
allow for a zero trace and that they could not be the Pauli matrices of which
there are only three, the four (4x4) matrices were obtained:
O!i - ( ;i ~i )
!3 -- ( ~ ~1 )
(4.3)
where the {(!'i} are the Pauli matrices.
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The wave function itself had to be a vector with 4 components.
The Dirac equation could then be expressed in a four dimensional form in
order to preserve the symmetry between ct and Xi which is desired in Lorentz
covariant systems. (4.1) was rewritten [1]:
'( 0 a 1 a 2 a 3 a
~'Y axo+'Y axl +'Y ax2+'Y ax3)W-mw:=:::O (4.4)
'YO= (3; 'Yi = /3CY.i
i=1,2,3
The transition to the 11l- matrices had also the advantage that, the corn-
mutation relations can be written in a much neater form:
(4.5)
4.2 Covarianceof the Dirac equation
In order for this equation to be covariant, an operator S(a) needs to be
found that relates a wave equation W(x, y, z) observed in a frame 0 to an
observation in 0', w(x', y', z') which describes for 0' the same physical state.
The operator S(a) needs to be invertible. It needs only to depend on the
relative velocities of 0 and 0' and on their spatial orientation.
When considering the properties necessary for S (a) , it is clear that
the transformation must be linear and invertible. Since S (a) acts on a 4-
component spinor it must take on the form of a 4 x 4 matrix. By explicit.
construction and substitution into the Dirac equation, the following property
can be derived for the transformation S(a) [2J:
a~p.'YIL= S-l(n)1I1S(a) (4.6)
The 6 independent ~WJLII generate an infinitesimal proper Lorentz trans-
formation of the form:
X'IL _ all- x",II
where g:v are the entries of the Minkowski metric and a~1I are the matrix
elements implementing a Lorentz transformation, The entries b..wll-II are anti-
symmetric, b..wlW = - .D..wllJL
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Expanding S (a) in powers /1wVfJ, to first order (only the linear term was
kept) , 8(0) was found to be [2]:
And the inverse of Sea) is:
Substituting the results for Sea) and S-l(a) into (4.6), it is found that a
lTJw can be constructed with the correct. properties via the commutator:
(4.7)
As mentioned above, the way that the wave function was written recalled
a Pauli spinor, The wave function which features in the Dirac theory is called
a 4-component Lorentz spinor.
Since the Lorentz rotations form a Lie-group, the infinitesimal proper
generator of Lorentz transformation can be exponentiated to give us the
generator of finite boosts.
Using the sante method as for the derivation of (2.8) [2}
where l;:v are the entries of a (4 x 4) matrix of coefficients for a unit
Lorentz rotation about the direction n in Minkowski space and w is the finite
angle of rotation. For a boost in the z-direction, S finite can be constructed
as in the following sketch [2]:
We identify
where I;:v is the infinitesimal generator of the Lorentz group. It can be
constructed from the algebra of the Lorentz group (very much the same way
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as an infinitesimal generator of 80(3) was derived in the chapter on angular
momentum) and takes 011 the form, for a boost in the z-direction
I03=(~ ~
n 0 0
1 0
o 1)o 0
o 0
o 0
which has the property
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
and (I~3)3 :;:::I~3.
We can use this in generating a finite rotation with the operator ewl~3 in
a series expansion. The final result is the matrix
r~::L(C~rn
L x3' J sinh wOO
8jinite
The transformation law here acts on the components (xO) xl) x2, x3) of the
vector.
An interesting fact is that a boost which is a "complex rotation" in
Minkowski-space, corresponds to a translational motion in three dimensional
space. The reason for this is as follows: a rotation in three-dimensional space
leaves the quantity x2 + y2 + z2 invariant. Cne of the postulates of special
relativity is that, if we define 7 = ict, t being time and c the speed of light,
the quantity x2 + y2 + z2 + 72 remains invariant under operations of the
Lorentz group. By analogy we can regard the proper Lorentz transformation
as a rotation in (x) y) z, r )-space [7]
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The angular vsriable W is related to Lorentz transformations in the same
way that () is to rotations in three-space (see (2.5)). The angle cf rotation is
connected to the relative velocities of the two frames by the identification:
tanhw - f3
coshw
1
where the relative velocity of the two frames is {3= :!!..c
4.3 Physical Aspects of the Dirac equation
Of special interest to 11S is the fact that out of the Dirac theory some very
important physical aspects arise quite naturally.
The first is that spin is naturally included in this description and can
therefore be viewed as a relativistic effect. Secondly, the Lorentz spinor has
four components. The upper two components are our classical description of
the electron, with spin up and spin down as in the Pauli formalism. What
about the lower two?
The lower two components of the spinor describe particles of spin ~ with
negative energy also having spin up and sp, n down [2],[3]. The lower two com-
ponents 01 the spinor are also often called 1;he"small" components since they
only contribute non-negligibly at relativistic velocities. The anti-particle,
which is described by the lower two components, is hence a consequence of
a relativistic description. The existence of the negative energy particles in
nature is evident in the form of anti-particles.
They were predicted by the Dirac theory and also by the Klein-Gordon
equation, the latter describing spinless particles. The later experimental
observation of anti-particles served to strengthen the belief in. the validity of
Dirac's theory, which was largely ignored at the time of publication. Dirac's
interpretation of his equation with the use of hole theory shows us that the
equation describes more than one particle: it has to take the negative energy
solutions, interpreted as the positron, also into account.
At non-relativistic velocities, the Dirac equation reduces to the Pauli
equation.
Thirdly, the anomalous gyromagnetic ratio is predicted correctly with
gs == 2 and did not have the shortcomings, as in the Pauli theory, of being
predicted half as large as it should have been.
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The reason for this lies in the Thomas-precession effect being of a rela-
tivistic nature. This effect causes the frames of the particle orbiting another
particle to rotate with a frequency of one per revolution, thus doubling the
effectiv rotation. Since relativistic effects are naturally built into the Dirac
theory, this effect also comes out naturally.
From group theory and the solutions to the Dirac equation for a free
particle, it can be shown that the equation describes a spin-~ particle like an
electron. The justificatior for this is that the second Casimir operator of the
Poincare group, which is (spin magnitudej'', yields a factor of ~ for the total
magnitude of spin squared. We have seen above, ill the section on spin, that
this corresponds to a spin-~ particle [6].
4~4 The ry matrices
Since the Dirac theory is relativistic in nature, we would guess that there
is a connection between it and the 80(3,1)i group. Let us look at some of
the properties of the 7 matrices. The anti-commutation relations of the 'Yi
matrices that we have seen above, define a Clifford algebra as follows [4]:
The 14 here is the (4 x 4) unit matrix. It is also obvious that the 7
matrices squared will yiel, l ± the unit matrix, the sign depending on if we
work in the Weyl or in the ehiral basis. We have been working in the Wey!
representation, which allows us to interpret the components of the spinor as
probabilities of the particles being in the spin up or down state.
The 7 matrices generate the Lorentz group, due to the fact that they are
functions of the Pauli matrices. The Pauli matrices in turn form the basis
of the SU(2) group and the Lorentz group, 80(3,1)1' , is homomorphic to
a direct product of the elements of SU(2) xSU(2). Although the'Y matrices
are not direct products of SU(2) x8U(2), a subtle relationship between the
80(3,1)7 and the, matrices can be assumed.
Other 4 x 4 matrices often feature in the Dirac theory, These 16 linearly
independent matrices can be found by forming products with the 'Ymatrices
[2J:
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- (fILV ~=~ [1~'1v]
rP - -y5 'iE -Y5 = i"l'yl-y2-y3
(S =Scalal'j V :.::;Vector; T _ Tensor;P :::Pselldoscalar;:1 ::: Axial vector)
These geometric objects represent all the possibilities which can be formed
from the Clifford algebra, after invariance principles have been invoked. Their
importance lies in the fact that different interaction will be mediated by
different geometric objects. this fact; will be exploited when discussing the
baryon current
Because of their linear independence, any 4 x 4 matrix can be written
in terms of these matrices. From these matrices, the Lorentz transformation
properties of the bilinear forms 'ljJ(x)rn1/l(x) CDJ.J. be deduced, which has great
bearing OIl the covariant current, which has the form of a bilinear covariant
vector, with the definition:
'l/J = ~jJt-yo
V/\:) shall see more of the relativistic current in a later chapter.
In this chapter we saw that the inclusion of relativistic effects gives rise to
spin naturally We have divorced ourselves from the more empirical approach
of the previous chapter, The Dirac equation provided new insights into not
only spin, but some other important concepts as well. The next chapter will
show us a way of tackling some of the problems that arise from a. relativistic
description of quantum mechanics in connection with spin.
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Chapter 5
'I'he Helicity Formalism
We will now turn to the formalism upon which the model is based. The
Helicity formalism essentially renders the spin projection quantum number,
often denoted by m, onto a chosen quantization axis, the z-axis by conven-
tion, invariant under spatial rotation and special Lorentz transformations,
i.e, boosts in the a-direction. The spin projection quantum number is not a
Lorentz invariant, which can be easilyunderstood by viewing the direction in
which the spin is projected as a vector. When boosts are applied to a coor-
dinate system, a contraction of the coordinate axis occurs in the direction of
motion or an "opening up" effect of the axes is observed, depending on their
spatial orientation. It is clear that a vector in a boosted coordinate system
will be altered, and so will be it's projection on any given axis. As we have
seen in the section on spin, the magnitude of the spin remains unaffected.
The helicity formalism rests on the simple idea of choosing the direction of
the boost as the quantization axis. The a-projection will therefore remain
the sa1110if boosts are applied.
In the following chapter) we shall start by defining rotations and boosts
acting OIl a state vector and observewhat happens to the quantum numbers,
We then proceed to build a single particle state in the Helicity basis and
consider the effects of discrete operations on the state.
A two particle state is then constructed which will serve as basis for the
next chapter.
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5.1 Single particle state in the helicity basis
5.1.1 Boosts and rotations
Let us now see how these ideas are implemented.
A physical state Iim) I where j is the spin and m the z-component of spin,
may be rotated via the rotation operator. The unitary operator representing
a rotation may be written [12]:
(5.1)
with (a, {:J, 'Y) the standard Euler angles and J the generators of rotation.
The rotation occurs first around the z-axis by f.l(, then the y-axis by !3 and
:finally the z-axis again by 'Y.
The rotation of a state is given by:
U [R (ex,13,1)J Ijm) = L: Ijm') Dtn'm (CI!, (3) ,)
1'1/
with Dtn'm the standard rotation matrices as given by [15].
The boosts can be rewritten in the following form, in an arbitrary direc-
tion fJ:
U [L (P)J == U [R (0, ¢, 0)]U ;,Lz (Ipl)] U-1 [R (0, ¢, 0)] (5.2)
where the boost lJ [Lz (Ipl)], along the z-direction, is rotated by the ro-
tation matrix U [R (0, ¢, 0)] and its inverse u-: [R (8, ¢, 0)] in the direction
of p. Hence the state is first rotated onto the z-axis, boosted along this axis
and t:len rotated back to the original direction.
So a canonical boosted state Ijm) can be defined as follows:
Ip,jm} == U [L (p')] Ijm)
or, using (5.2) ,
Ip;jm) := U [R (0, ¢, 0)] U [Lz (Ip[)] U-·1 [R (0, ¢, 0)) Ijm) (5.3)
It should be stressed that the quantum number m is well-defined in the
rest frame and ill-defined in the frame where the particle has momentum p.
The state (5.3) transforms under rotation like the rest state Ijm) :
U [R'l!p, jm) -= U [R'R] U [L~ (Ipi)]u-1 (R'R] U [R'lljm)
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= D::n'm (R') IRp, jm')
which is (1definite advantage, since now the applications to non-relativistic
spin formalism may be extended to spin formalism involving relativistic par-
tides with spin, since the rotation matrix U [R'] has no effect on the particle
momentum.
5.1.2 The single particle state
Let us now define the helicity state of a single particle with spin j and
momentum p. It is clear from the previous discussion that the boost. was
applied along the quantization axis (z-axis] and then the entire system was
rotated in the direction of the momentum. Interchanging the operations
(boost {::}rotation) ,i.e. rotating the system first in the direction of the
momentum and then boosting along it does yield the same result. These are
the two equivalent ways of approaching the problem.
Let lIS look at them both. First:
Ip,j>') = U [L (P)] U [R (e, 1>, 0)] Ijm) (504)
where>. is the invariant helicity quantum number.
The operator U [R (0, <p, 0)] rotates the state in the direction of the mo-
mentum, or, equivalently, the quantization (e-axis) onto the momentum axis.
The boost U [L (P)J as defined in (5.2) boosts the system in the direction of
p with magnitude IPI.
Alternatively:
li>,j>') = U [R (e,,p, 0)] U [Lz (Ipl)] I.im) (5.5)
where the system is boosted along the z-dlrection with rn already lying on
the correct. axis, so the boost does not affect the spin projection. The entire
system is then rotated in the desired direction p by the rotation operator
U[R(B,¢,O)] .
The equivelence between the two different ways may be seen by expanding
(5.4) with the help of (5.2). (5.4) then becomes:
Ip, .iA) = U (R (0,1>,0)] U [Lz (lpl)J U-1 [R (O,,p,O)J (J [R (0, t/>, 0)] jjm)
The rotation operators are unitary, which may be easily understood from
the fact that if a state is rotated, the inverse rotation will return the rotated
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state to the original one, resulting in a zero rotation. The operator of zero
rotation is the identity. Hence we can write the unitarity relation:
u-I [R (0, l/J, 0)] U [R (0, cp, 0)] = I
which reduces (5A) to (5.5).
The helicity quantum number A is consequently invariant under boosts.
It is also invariant under rotations, since the quantization axis is rotated
together with the entire system.
The quantum label A is therefore invariant under all the operations of the
proper Lorentz group.
5.1.3 Parity and time reversal
What about, the operations of time reversal and space inversion (parity),
which wou'. j allow us to describe the helicity state under the discrete opera-
tions of the Poincarre group'?
Let's look at them:
Parity, denoted \:J1 has the classical correspondence:
-to ....... _,,_, J....q3 : r ~ -r' ;p -~ -p ; J ~
Time reversal, ~, imposes the classical transformation:
(5.6)
(5.7)
Quantum-mechanically, these operators (parity II and time reversal T)
have the following effects 011 a state vector. Parity:
II Ip,jm) == 7J I-p, jm)
where '11 is the intrinsic parity of the particle represented by !p,jm) as-
suming values of ±1.
Time reversal:
T Iv,jm) = (_l)j-m I-v,j (-m))
The actions of these operators on the helicity states is defined as, which
is shown more explicitly in Appendix D, (9.34) to (9.37):
IT Iv,,i-\) =Wri1t'j I-p,j (--\))
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and:
T Ip,jA) = e-i1r>'I_p,jA)
In the same sense that m. is an eigenvalue of JZ1 A is an eigenvalue of J.p,
since both the axis on which the eigenvalue is read of as well as the operator
are rotated in the same direction.
Hence, under the transformations of parity (5.6)
and so A ~ -A, while under the transformation of time reversal (5.7):
j. p -+ (-1) . (-fi) ~ .f.p
A ~ A., i.e. remains invariant.
5.2 Two particle state in the helicity basis
Now we can turn to the construction of two-particle states in the Helicity
basis [12].
To pave the way, let us first look at how these states are constructed
canonically.
We define the states of two particles, labeled 1 and 2 , having spin 81
and S2, quantizat.ion axis projection rnl and m2 and masses WI and W2 re-
spectively. Let j1 be the momentum of particle 1 specified in terms of the
spherical angles (e, if» •
We form the canonical two particle state in the center of mass frame as
a product wave function:
10if>mtm2) = a {U [L (P)] ISlml) U [L (-p)] 182m2)} (5.8)
where U [L (±jj)] is defined as in (5.2) and a is a normalization constant.
We have seen that a state defined in this way, with the particles with def-
illite momentum, transforms under rotation like the rest state, which means
that we can couple the spins as if the state was in a rest state:
(5.9)
where s is the total spin quantum number of the coupled system, rna it's
spin projection and (slmls2m2 I sma) the usual Clebsch-Gordon coefficients,
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coupling the spins of twoparticles with spin Sl and S2 and projection quantum
numbers ml and m2 respectively to the total spin sand projection m.,
If F is a rotation which takes n = (8,4)) to Il' = R0., it may be shown,
hy using the relation
which is a coupling rule that the D...functions obey, that
U [RlIDsmEl) ::= LD:n~m. (R) IR'sm:)
m'$
(5.10)
The equation (5.10) shows that the rotation matrix U [RJ acts on the
momentum orientation of particle 1 (and hence on particle 2 as well, via
momentum conservation, since the system is described in the two-particle
rest frame) and therefore has to rearrange the projection quantum number
m; onto the new z-axis with the help of the rotation matrix D:n~m•. The
only quantum label which remains unaffected is s.
The total spin magnitude s is invariant under rotation.
A state of fixed orbital angular momentum is constructed from (5.9) :
.
Ilmsms) = J dD y,~(0.) In8ms) (5.11)
where dO= d<bd cose and Y;, are the spherical harmonics.
Upon investigation of the rotational properties of equation (5.11), one
finds that the state of fixed orbital momentum transforms under rotation as
a product of the two "rest states" Ilm) and Isms), so the orbital momentum
part is decoupled from the spin part [12].
It followsthat one may now construct a state of total angular momentum
J and projection M :
IJMls) = L (Imams I JM) lim8ms)
'Ium..
(5.12)
L ilmsm; I JM) (slrn182m2 18ms) f dO Y~ (0) IOmlm;2)
mm ..mlm2
(5.13)
It is noteworthy that both land e are rotational invariants and. that the
expression essentially reduces to non-relativistic L~Scoupling. 'This can be
seen by applying a rotation to the state (5.13), and using properties of the
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rotation matrices, which are displayed in the appendix of (12], the state (5.13)
reduces to
U [R] IJ.l\tfls) = D'k'M IJ1\I1"ls)
where? and s remain untouched by the rotation.
Now we are in a position, on the basis of the previous discussion, to
construct two-particle helicity states.
We can write, in analogy with (5.8) :
(5.14)
where, as before, ISimi) is the rest state of the ith particle in the helieity
basis.
States of definite angular momentum J and projection quantum number
M may be constructed as follows:
with N J a normalization constant and dR = da d cos (J d"{. The operator
U[R(<,b,O,'Y)] rotates the state vector in the direction defined by the Euler
angles (<,b,f), 'Y) , while the operator DJ;p. is responsible for the change in
variables, by rotating the operators accordingly. More clarity on this point.
may be obtained. by consulting Appendix D.
This state i~indeed a state of definite angular momentum and the helicity
quantum numbers A, and.;\2 are invariant under rotations, both of which may
be shown in an argument analogous to the one of the canonical states [12].We
can see this as follows:
The rotation matrix U [R (c/>, 0, 'Y)] in (5.15) may be explicitly written
U[R(<,b,B,'Y)] 100;\1;\2)
= U (R (<,b,0, 0)] U [R (0, 0, 'Y)] 100;\1;\2)
;: e-i(Al-'\2h' U [R (<,b,f), 0)] 100;\1;\2) (5.16)
where use has been made of the definitions of the rotation operators as
given in (5.1) .
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We can see that the last line of (5.16) will introduce a {j (A1 - A2) for the
integration over d'Y ..
Substituting the relation found in (5.16) into (5.15) and integrating over
d-y, the expression '
with .\ :.::1..1 - '\2, is obtained.
This expression forme a two-particle state in the helicity description, with
A invariant under rotations and boosts Our argument will be VE \;' similar
in the construction of the three-particle state.
The powerful machinery introduced in this chapter will be one of the
building blocks of the model presented next
Chapter 6
Model of the Nucleon
Every description of nature has to ultimately stand up to experiment: it
must either explain existing data or predict outcomes of new experiments,
ideally both.
In the fhst part of this chapter, some experiments will be outlined which
led to the model under consideration. Some of these experiments have been
conducted in recent years, and some date back over a decade.
We first look at some of the experiments which suggested that there are
some unresolved difficulties concerning spin. It is because of these exper-
iments that the model, which shall be presented in this chapter, was con-
structed.
We shall then set up the model of the nucleon, leaning heavily on [10]
and [13J,the two papers in which this particular model was initiated.
We shall construct a .hree particle state in the helicity basis, endow it
with good angular momentum and colour quantum numbers, so that it can
eventually be identified as the nucleon.
\Ve shall show the construction of the boost and rotation operators DA-
plicitly and deal with the difficulties that arise.
6.1 Experiments which led LO the model
Krisch [l1J presented data on the comparison between the cross-sect/ionsbe-
tween polarized and anti-polarized p-p scattering at high transverse morner
tum,where the asymptotically free region is probed. At these high momenta,
one can consider diffraetive scattering between the constituents. The only in-
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teractions may be of a spin-nature. The surprising result was that, for highly
relativistic situations, the ratio of the spin-parallel (the spins of the two col-
liding beams are parallel) to the spin anti-parallel cross-sections increases
dramatically,
This can be interpreted as the protons seeing a larger target in collisions
of two beams of the same polarization. This is explained in [r12] as a strong
spin-spin interaction effect in the two interaction regions each of which has
an effective diameter of about a.31m.
The question arises wether the above effect can be explained in terms
of spin-dependent quark confining forces or wether it arises from quantum
mechanical correlations necessary to produce a spin iproton [10].
6.2 Preliminary considerations
6.2.1 Physical introduction
Ve have now arrived at the point where the model, which will include the
,reviolls1y discussed concepts, is introduced.
Why should we use a relativistic model as opposed to a non-relativistic
one?
A non relativistic description of the dynamics of a constituent quark
model exists, and, although it gives reasonable results, it. is often felt that
this description might not be realistic enough. The reason for this belief is
that the diameter of the particles (i.e. nucleons) under consideration it. :d in
the order of one Fermi and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle tells 11S that
the constituent quarks would posses average momenta comparable to their
effective masses (8]. This immediately tells us that a relativistic description
is in order.
The previously discussed Dirac equation seems to fit the bill since the
system which we wish to describe is composed of three fermions of spin-~.
There are, however, some problems with the description of .!_1 relativistic
thtee~pa;rtide system within the framework of QeD: the fact t.hat the system
is not Lorentz covariant can be circumvented by considering quarks on the
light-cone [16). This in turn makes the components transverse to the {.!\gtl~
Iar momentum interaction dependent, which can be remedied via a Melosh
transformation [r13], but only for a specific form of the interaction potential.
An exact, unique form of this potential is not known.
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These problems can be avoided by considering only a minimal correlation
'\ffiong the quarks [13]. This is a good enough assumption since, as was stated
above, at the momenta under consideration, all but, the spin int..:;laetions (as
well as some others, like isospin and total angular momentum) are effectively
negligible in the asymptotically free regime of QeD.
By "minimal correlation", we understand the following in terms of the
model: the three-particle system under constrnction must conform to the
quantum state which can eventually be identified with the proton, The
syscem must have a well-defined isospin (T), total angular momentum (J)
and parity (p) of the form: T( JP) = ~(~+).
The total 4-momentum P.N- of the combined system must be the sum
of the 4-rrlomenta of the constituents p~L,i = 1,2,3 and p, = O~1,2,3. This
statement amounts to energy and 3-ruomentum conservation.
vVe can write:
P}i=pf+P~+lJ;
We can also state, more specifically:
(6.1)
3
PN(L) = 'EfiiJl(L)
i
(6.2)
where PN(L) denotes the 3~momentum of the combined 3-particle system
(nucleon), Pill(!.) denotes the momentum of the ith constituent (quark) in the
direction of the nucleon momentum (specified by the subscript ),II") as viewed
in the lab frame of reference (indicated by the subscript "L").
It is 0180 dear that
a
P,v,J. = I:Pi.dN) ;;:0 (6.3)
l.e., that the 3~m0mcnta of the constituents, l~l(N) , in the nucleon rest
frame, add to zero.
6.2.2 Outline of the argument
The argument will proceed as follows [10}:
1) A three-particle system is constructed in the helicity basis, using the
constraints introduced in the previous chapter.
The system as n. whole is described in the rest frame of the nucleon.
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As we have seen in the section on the helicity formalism, the system will
have the properties of good angular momentum and parity invariant under
Lorentz transformations. Furthermore we can use the usual coupling rules for
spinors (Clebsch-Oordon coefficients), which was also one of the advantages
of using the helicity basis.
2) The algebra of the Lorentz group shows us that application of consecu-
tive boosts do not necessarily commute. \Ve wish to boost the three-particle
system as a whole, i.e, the boost is applied to the eMS of the nucleon, as
well as the constituents. The constituents are boosted at 900 to the direc-
tion of the eMS boost in which case the two boosts do not commute, An
appropriate average boost, is constructed to overcome this difficulty. The
average boost will also introduce an effect similar to Thomas precession, an
effect observed in atomic physics which is responsible for the constant of the
gyromagnetic ratio to be equal to two t') zeroth order.
3) The spatial components of the conserved electromagnetic current are
calculated in the "brick wall" or "Breit" frame, with the property PN{!) =
--PN(in),on both the nucleon and quark level. The form factors GE(q2) and.
GM(q2) are computed in order to obtain ths effective radius and magnetic
moment expectation values of the system at q == O.
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6.3.1 Notation
Let 11S now look at the notation [10]. A one particle Fermion state with spin
i, s and momentum iJ will be denoted by the state vector
Ii}'; j, s) =: a! (p) 10) (6.4)
where at (f/) is the usual Fock space creation operator unci 10) the vacuum
state.
The algebra of the Fock space operators is
{as' (k) ,at (PI} = 0.95' (2'lIi2poO (k - P)
{al, (k) )at (j)) } = 0
{as' (li) ,as (PJ} = ()
(6.5)
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with the Heisenberg field operators
including the correct Lorentz invariant phase space element. The states
are defined as
and
yielding
ir,» I p, j, s) = 7j,~ (p) eip1'
Normalization of the states gives:
(fI, j', 8' IP, j, s) :::::2Poojj' 088,J da'reir.(jt-;!)
(6.7)
U~')t (tf) U~ (pj :;::2poojjl68al
u~jl) (fI) 1,L~1 (if) = 2POb'jj10881
and with the Lorentz invariant phase space element
(6.8)
one obtains
r d3p ("j '1 I I ...' ). J:jj' J:J 2p~P,J ,S P,J,S =v V8// (G.g)
6.3.2 Three particle state in the helicity basis
We now wish to construct a three particle state. In the section on the hollcity
formalism we S3,W that the simplest Ansatz WM s product wave function like
in (5.8)
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with the identifications as above, i.e. Ai the Lorentz invariant spin pro-
jection, b a normalization constant, D:;A; (Rr) a rotation matrix rotating the
z-axis onto the momentum p of the individual quarks, L, (lft1) a boost in
the z-direction of each quark and lJ'il mi,,) a canonical rest state spinor, The
rotation matrix acts on the internal eMS coordinates (Euler angles) of the
momentum of each of the three particles. The particles are in the "standard"
orientation (See diagram below)
Figure 6.1: The three vectors Pl.P2 and f/J in the "standard" orientation,
contained within the x.y-plane
The argument for three particle states is essentially identical to the one shown
in the previous Chapter for two particles.
One of the differences is the normalization. In the three particle case, the
helicity state is normalized by using the restricted three-particle Lorentz-
invariant phase space element:
(6.11)
with P=.:O in the eMS, 1'2 =.: M2 and the 5-functioll tells us that
VJ52 ::::Et:=1. e;
Equation (6.11) can be rewritten, via a change of coordinates (see Ap-
pendix C for detail)
dLips(p2,PbP2?P3) == ~dRdEldB2 (6.12)
( 411")
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with f dR = f dad (cos {3) d"( = ~(4'lTi .
This can be viewed as follows: there are nine degrees of freedom in the
expression (6.11) given by the i1£ and 4 constraints in the form of 4-momentllln
conservation encoded in the 6-function. So we are left with 5 degrees of
freedom given by the angles aJ3, "( and the energies of two of the three
quarks El and Ez. The angles give the orientation of the normal fi = Pt X fJ2.
The three-particle helicity state can then be denoted by:
3
bII!a,,6, 'Yi Ell Ezi ,ji, Ai)
i:::::l
The state can be normalized in a straightforward fashion and the result
is b = ~ (see Appendix E)
(411")'2" .
The state is then endowed with definite angular momentum and the pro-
cedure is similar to the one outlined in the section on the helicity formalism,
in (5.15). The three degree." of freedom a, (3, "( are integrated out to give
way to three other degrees of freedom which have a physically more intuitive
interpretation, namely J, S (= }z) and f..L.
(6.13)
The quantum number f..L can be identified as the parity of the system
[13] under discussion and can assume values f..L = ±~ (See Appendix D for
details).
The full SU(4) canonical proton spinor can be written as follows:
(6.14)
The quantities in brackets are the usual Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. a.X!~
denotes a full canonical quark spinor, a referring to the colour quantum
number, ti .~±~to the isospin projection and s, == ±~to the spin projection.
The colour index a will be suppressed.
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1 1 . 1. 1
Using the notation XI = U1,X:.\ ::::;tt!,X~2 = dt,x=I = di, for up and
2 - 2 2 2
down quarks, we arrive at the well-knownexpressio
(6.15)
- (dt?_£! _ uldT) u' _£ldT11l- uTuldt
-diutu! _ uluidT
(6.16)
This is the full form of the proton wave function as derived from the
group theoretical arguments of SU(4) outlined in the introduction. In rest
states, the helicity description reduces to the C~Jll"\ni'::al one.
A helicity spinor can be written in terms 01' .onical spinor as
(6.17)
and a boosted helicity spinal' is written IPi, ...\, ti) , so that equation (6.14)
becomes
IpOii Ell E2) = N .,~ OTjr). (,il'~lj2S2 I j1281Z) (j128j383 I ~~) X
s.,t"T',t,J12.S12
(6.18)
The superscript "0" in pOi refers to the proton rest frame. It is impor-
tant to state that the 8-function 07'312 keeps the symmetry between spin and
isospin-spin and is not disturbed by rotations ill spin space [13]. A state of
well defined angular momentum is constructed from (6.18) as in (6.13) ,
The result is
J
X IIIpi; j Aio ) ti)
i=l
(8.19)
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with N, = (7N~_, by imposing normalization conditions.
V2 2,1+1)
Equation (6.19)will serve us as the "proton" helicity state of well defined
angular momentum and parity.
6.4 Boosting the three particle system
We shall now address the question of the boosts [13].
We are dealing with two boosts: the first boost acts on the quarks them-
selves, since, as was explained earlier, the quarks are moving at relativistic
velocities. Three particles will always be confined to a plane. In this case,
howeverl the plane is unique which is a consequence of the second boost,
which acts on the entire (CMS) system. The second boost will Lorentz
contract the initially (at rest) "spherical" appearance of the nucleon in the
direction of motion and make it "flat').
The plane in which the quarks move is therefore definedby the direction
of motion of the CMS. This secondboost, which seems to complicate matters
unnecessarily, is indispensable. Since we will be dealing with a current, we
shall need an initial and a final state of the system, with an interaction
in between in the form of a collisionwith a nucleon, which measures the
magnetic moment. This is why we use the Breit frame.
The Lie-group structure of the Lorentz group tells us that the genera-
tors of boosts do not commute. This fact is closely related to the IIparallel
transport problem" in general relativity and is also the origin of Thomas-
procession-like effects 2S are observed inside the atom.
The bottom lln» is that different results are obtained if the boost is first
applied to the quarks ('1 to the CMS. Since we do not know which order
nature prefers, an averaging procedure is used.
Let us denote by U [L(i) (XiPN)] the boost of the quarks to the CMS
velocity. The explicit form of the boost is then given by:
U [L - (x,p )] =~. i+m; [ 12 - fJ'E:!~~o1
,(t) ~ N 2m- .....3!.ilJYJ:L rto 0'. Ei+m;o .12
where Xi denotes the fraction of longitudinal momentum of the 3~particle
state that each quark carries, miG the non-relativistic mass of the ith quark
and j3N the momentum of the entire system.
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The quarks are individually boosted in the above mentioned plane by the
operator U [LCi) (Pil.(N»)], which has the form:
with miD the mass and Ei(N) the energy of the ith quark in the eMS.
The average boost will then be given by the anti-commutator
which can 08 rewritten in the more convenient form
U [L(i) (XiPN )] t. lL(i) (Pi.L(N)) ] + ~ [U [L(i) (Pi.L(N»)] , U [Lei) (XiPN)]]
(6.20)
For purposes of brevity, which will be handy in the next chapter, we
denote:
eA = U [L(i) (XiPN)]
eB == U [L(i) (Pi.L(N»)]
c = [U [L(i) (Pi.L(N»)] , U [L(i) (XiPN)]]
so thai; the expression (6.20) is reduced to
eAeB + ~C
2
The commutator is computed to yield
(6.21)
(6.22)
~c= ~ [U [L(i) (Pi.L(N») J ,U [L(i) (XiPN)]]
, inh O:N inh 0: (r ....(... -. ))= 'LSI 281 2 J.2(J· Pi.L(N) X PN
We have now derived all the necessary ingredients for further compute-
tion, Vvehave seen in this chapter how the three particle state was set up in
the helicity basis and how the boosts were constructed.
We can now turn to calculating the expectation value of the spatial com-
ponent of the electromagnetic current, and using the results, the magnetic
moment expectation value.
Chapter 7
The Current
Now let 11S discuss the gauge-invariant electromagnetic current, which con-
stitutes the central result of this dissertation.
To obtain an intuitively more appealing picture, we shall start by dis-
cussing the current in the Schrodinger picture. We then tum to the relativis-
tic generalization. We shall see that the current forms a 4-vector. We write
down the baryon-baryon electromagnetic current and the Gordon decompo-
sition. Using the boosts (6.22) obtained in the previous chapter, we calculate
the expectation value of the magnetic.moment.
7.1 Derivation of the current
7.1.1 Current in the Schrddinger picture
In Q.M" the quantity that is globally conserved is the total probability of
finding the particle anywhere in the universe. The continuity equation, which
we will state below, imposes the additional impossibility of the particle sud-
denly disappearing in one region of space and immediately reappearing in
another (in which case the total probability would still be conserved) [5].
These physically and intuitively obvious facts can be cast within a mathe-
mat.cal framework by starting with the Schrodinger equation [5]:
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and it's conjugate :
: {J ~/.* 1 \)2 1* V.I.*
-1,at 'P = - 2m 'lIJ + <p
where V is real in order to keep the Hamiltonian hermitian and thus
insuring real eigenvalues.
Multiplying the Sehrodinger equation by ~*and it's conjugate equation
by ~ and taking the differencegives 11S the relation:
which can be rewritten [5]:
where P = i ('l/J*¢)isthe probability, normalized to 1, and J = 2~ ('l/J*V'l/J-1/i~¢*)
is the probability current density, which is in the classical sense the probabil-
ity flowper unit time per unit area perpendicular to 1.
Now it is clear that a J is a vector quantity. Upon substitution for the
wave functions with a wave packet, a quantity proportional to ~ !;. -_ f! is
obtained, the velocity. Current can therefore be viewed as the probability
(which is a scalar) within a certain volume traveling with a velocity f! (which
is a vector). The label "density" is attached since the current is defined
within a certain time and limited to a certain area.
7.1.2 The Dirac current
In order to obtain the current connected with the Dirac theory [2]we start
with the Dirac equation, in analogy with the above derivation:
and it's conjugate:
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where use has been made of the properties:
Again multiplying the Dirac equation by wt and its conjugate by W, and
taking the difference, we obtain [2J:
i~ (wtw) = ~-;~ (wtakw)at ~ tJXk
We are led to the identification [5]:
P='iI!tw
(7.1)
(7.2)
for the probability density and [5]
l = WtO!kW (7.3)
for the probability current.
The probability current, as stated here, forms a three vector and it is
invariant under spatial rotations. But this is not enough: the continuity
equation (7.1.) must remain invariant under Lorentz transformations. This
is physically obvious, since the total probability must be conserved globally
in the Dirac theory and two observers in different frames of reference must
be able to agree that this is indeed tho case. We anticipate the probability
density and the probability current. to form a 4-vector, in order that the
covariance of the continuity equation is ensured.
It should be noted that, in analogy with the Schrodinger picture, the
operator ak should be interpreted as the velocity operator in Dirac's theory.
In the notation introduced earlier, the probability current can be rewrit-
ten:
jl1(x) - wt (x) ",(o",(p-w(x)
p, -. 0,1,2,3
(7.4)
which combines the two forms for the probability density and the proba-
bility current in (7.3) and (,t.2) in the form of a 4-vector, with the probability
density being the zeroth component.
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It can be shown quite straightforwardly that ,ilL(X) transforms as a 4-
vector [5]:
j'l (x') = aI:Vjll-(x)
which makes the continuity equation
8j!1.(x) = 0
axil-
an invariant.
An important extension to the Schrodinger picture is also the fact that
with the average current, which is nothing but the expectation value of the
velocity operator (vop) = ca (the velocity of He;ht, c, has been included here),
the negative energy solutions have to be t}h...en into account as well. This
arises from the fact. that the velocity operator in the Dirac theory is not a
constant in time, since it does r'1t commute with the relativistic Hamiltonian,
i.e. [H, a] ::f 0 (the commutator IS the quantum analogue of the classical Pois-
son brackets. Any operator commuting with the Hamiltonian would have no
time-dependence.). This can be seen from the fact that the eigenvalues of
the operator ca are ±c [2]. The positive eigenstates of the velocity operator
are just the group velocity of the wave packet. If the negative eigenvalue so-
lution for a wave packet are included in the current, cross terms between the
negative and positive energy solutions arise which oscillate rapidly in time.
This rapid oscillation is called Zitterbewegung, and is proportional to the am-
plitu Ie of the negative energy solutions. As we discussed before, the negative
energy solutions only arise at relativistic velocities. This would mean that
a wave packet, made of positive energy solutions initially, must be localized
in space to the order of its Compton wavelength for it to acquire sufficient
momentum (via the uncertainty principle) for the relativistic negative energy
solutions to feature non-negligibly.
In the subsequent discussion we shall be dealing with relativistic particles
of spin ~, so we shall have to take both particles and an. 'particles +nto
account when describing the current.
7.2 .I'he baryon-baryon current
The Dirac current (7.4) does not have the mathematical freedom to describe 2-
particle with internal structure. It describes a point particle? like an electron
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or a quark. In order to obtain an expression for the current of a particle with
structure, we write quite generany the structure of a one partido element [61
and here Ip,o:) = b~(p) 10). Ji .~ four momentum vector and 0:, fJ a. quantum
degree of freedom. The operator Ollf.p',p) is to be determined.
It IS clear that OI1(p',p) must be Lorentz invariant, Henne [6]
S(A)u«(3) (p') OJL(p' ,p)u(c.) (p)S~ 1(1\) = (A-1 ):vu«(3) (Ap') O" (Ap' , Ap)u(a.) (Ap)
and [6]
which is the Hermiticity constraint.
The spino..·s u(f3)(p') and '(1,(a)(p) are solutions of the free Dirac equation
ana hence we can implement the substitution [6]
( pf.LIrv + tri 'P"''Y +mu«(3)(p')Ofl'(p' p)u a)(p) --+. 1/1 OP(p' p):..... ..;.:.Il-=--_
, 2rrt' 2m
where use has been made of the Gordon identity [6]
,Il- --+ 2~ [(pI + p)f1.+ ia!" (p' - p)v]
Another requirement is that of conservation of current [6]
which is easily seen to be the case from (7.5) . This implies that
i (p' - p) OlA(p',p) = 0
Let us define q = p' - p. From p21 = p2 -= m2, we sec that q2 is the only
scalar invariant.
We now have the conditions of Lorentz invariance, conservation of current
and hermiticity from which to build the operator O#{p',p). So we use the
most general decomposition. We know t.hat the operator must have the form
of ,,t 4 x 4 matrix, and since the Clifford algebra forms the basis of all such
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matrices, we pick out the "Y-matriees (or combinations) which have the above
mentioned properties. They turn out to be [6]
u(tJ) (p') OIL(p', P )u(a) (p)
=11(,6)(1/) [1<1 (q2)')'IL+ iF2(~~t1ILvqv +"l~:~l~F3 (q2)] u(a)(p)
The electromagnetic interaction considered here is experimentally found
to be invariant under parity operations. The torm with the factor Fa (q2)
turns out, by explicit calculation, not to be invariant under parity, and is
therefore set to zero. It may have to be resurrected when considering inter-
actions such as the weak interaction, which can change parity.
Hence the general baryon-baryon Lorentz-invariant electromagnetic cur-
rent can be written as [141:
J~ (q2) ==
ut (Ph SJ) eB [Pl ((l) ,),O"IL+ iF2 (q:~~:t1llVqv] U (Pin) Sin) (7.6)
with q =PI - Pim the d-momentum change, ut (Ph sf) and U (Pin! Sill) the
final and initial boosted spinors respectively, ee the baryon electric charge
operator and ,),0, "IL and ar" defined as in (4.3), (4.5) and (4.7).
The boosted spinors can be easily computed from the explicit form of the
boosts:
where the Xs (8 = ±) are canonical spinors of t~e form
All the calculations will be conducted in the Weyl, or standard represen-
tation, with
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The funct.ions FI and F2 are form factors which can be rewritten in terms
of the Sachs form factors (10]:
OE -- Fl(q2)+77F2(q2) (7.7)
O!vi - eN!1 (q2) + "'Ne(p)i2 (q2) = r, (q~) + F2 (fP)
q2
77 :;:: ---
4m1.ro
and "'N the anomalous magnetic moment.
The expression for the current is evaluated at Iq.Rr1 = IpN! - PNi'" 12 =
j21JNJ12 1 which is a particularity of the Breit frame, in which 1JN! = -ifNi'lt
and EN! = EN;". This yields for the form factors 1'1 (0) = 1 and F2 (0) = jl,
the anomalous baryon magnetic moment.
Equation (7.6) is also referred to as the Gordon decomposition, which
expresses the total current as the sum of a convection current, as in the
non-relativistic case, and a spin current [2].
The current can be rewritten (see Appendix G) [10]
JP' (' 2) _ [ J~ (q2) ]_ [. eBGE (q2) X;,X". 1
• B ,q - k (q2) - ~GM (qZ) Xr, (iT x en XSin (7.8)
with the symbols as explained above.
As was pointed out, this is the expression obtained for the current on the
baryon level, with the nucleon structure expressed in the form factors.
When looking at the nucleon as an object made up of three individual
parts, the expression for the current will change, yet the results for the entreat
expectation values do not.
7.3 Quark level current
On the quark level, the nucleon current takes on the form
3
(J, S, /L; EllEziLF(i) IJ, S, u; Eb E2)
i::::::l '
(7.9)
with J = S = IL = ~.
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(7.10)
where the subscript (i) stands to denote the ith quark.
The form factor; FI(I) =iTand in the subsequent calculations F2(i) will be
set to zero since it is assumed that quarks are point particles and F2(i) is a
measure of the internal structure of particles (i.e, here we assume quarks
have no internal structure).
The fact that we are summing over F(i) is an indication that the object is
made up of three constituents. We shall only consider one term for sirnplicitv,
Tbe entire expression, however, will be a sum of three terms and takes the
full form
3J: = 2: \A(i)/iM10' t(i)/iM1I ut [R ((l~~i»)f3&») 'Yri) I ) J ut [L(i) (P(i)/ln"z)] (7.11)
(i)::.=l
X eel) 'Y?i)'Y~~)U [L(i) (P(i),nitiaJJ U [R (a~i)' ,eri») 'YPi)I)] IA{i)initiaZo) t(i);niti"z)
IT (A(I) 1;",,110I tel) linal I tr [R (arl) I .e3) I 'Ya), )] ut [L( I) (P(l) fi"',J]
(l)'i:(i)
U [L(l) (P(l)inwal)] U [R (a~l)1 ,8fz) I 'Y&), )] IA(l),nitialo' 't(l)initilll)
where the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients have been left implicit, for the sake
of brevity. Since they play no part. in the actual computations at this point,
they can be left until the end, when they will be restored.
The question of the boosts addressed in the previous chapter plays an
important. part now.
7.3.1 Boosts and the current
We shall have to use the averaged boost as defined in (6.22).
The expression (7.11) can be reduced to symbolic form
JIL = A, [r eEJ'inal)t (eA1in<ll)t + ~ct. .J
q ':>>',inat \ 2 Jma, (7.12)
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The explicit calculations of the terms in the current are shown in the
Appendix A and Appendix B. Since the spin-isospin coupling is left invariant
by the rotations, the rotation matrices [R (a~i), ,8~i)'I'ri) , )] have been set to
urn J' The sum of the resulting terms (also listed in the Appendix) are gauge
invariant, i.e. the sum of the terms gives a vector perpendicular to q.
Vve saw from (7.8) that the spatial component of the current on the
Baryon-level depends on an expression proportional to ((f x (j). We shan
therefore only consider terms proportional to (if x (j) .
7.4 Magnetic moment expectation value
The expression to evaluate is
(7.13)
where
(7.14)
The left hand side of (7.13) is calculated on the quark level, an\d the right
hand side on the nucleon level. For reference, see for instance 114]. The
differential is evaluated at 1q12= 0 since then the collision is "soft" and the
outer region of the nucleon is probed, not the inner structure. We can also see
that the equation (7.14) is proportional to the classical expression for angular
momentum f x 17 where the current takes on the expected interpretation of
velocity.
Let us look at the expression on the left hand side of (7.13) .
The vector {BI is given by the explicit expression
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while the ket IE) assumes the form
x (Tltl/nt2/ ITt,) (TtJT.'it3' I ~~)
IT3J d3Pi;n 1 (.ctin (..., )) t (...) 10)i=l (21f)3 jPf: J Ailn. 'Pi;n aAi~n Pi,r..
where the subscripts " f" and "in" stand for "final" and "initial" respec-
tively,
The ket If) describes a normalized one electron state of the form:
I f} -- r d3p _1_ 'I\' (ft (,-~) at (;;"110). . -- j (27r)3 V2if5 t: J A PI A'in. PI
which can then, in the non-relativistic limit, be interpreted as Fourrier
transformed electron wave functions [14].
The Glebsch-Gordon coefficients, which were written explicitly, mediate
the spin coupling, as usual, but can be ignored for the calculations to follow.
They will be restored later. The integral represents a relativistic wave-packet.
The expression (7.14) is written out [14]
1p =
(
_ \ I • \ I I -/ \ ') (-/ \ - \ I I 11) \
JJ.'\l,J2A2/ Jl2A, J12Af,J3A3, 2' 2' )
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and
'if; =
N L c {IT
3
[/ d3p~. 12.: -ip' r ( I ) btt~. (/). UT" ~-- e in 1h' Ip ,t" P
J, , , ..1'/ ., 3t2:_ (21J").i /ii£..O / "in \ in '\;n in-';. ,t,. ,T ,t ,h"'/\in L_l P~b A,
tn ~n 4. '
(7.18)
(. X . X 1'/)./) ('f x . X I 11) }J1 -;» 2in 112 in 112 in,.73 3in '2 '2
F =;y. vVe want to describe a system consisting of particles, as opposed
to antiparticles, so we set the coefficients describing the negative energy
solutions 'VN(P' ) = s» (pI,) = O.in tn ,
On combining the above terms (7.15),(7.16), (7.17) (7.18) .the expression
(7.14) takes on the form for a generic term
d IJ 3 ( _... ·dJ1. = '2 d r fx (Ii (PI) I : 'if;F'¢: IE (Pin)))
(7.19)
The detailed calculations are shown in Appendix A and Appendix B.
7.5 Non relativistic limit
The form of J1.dcan be rewritten as
J1.d= ~/ d3". Cr' x (B (PI )11/)1 (PI!) i!r'if;i (Pl.,,) 'l/J2 (p2!) 'l/J2 (P2iJ)
'lj;3 (PS, ) 'ifJ3 (113;,,) + 1/)1 (PI!) 'ifJl (Pli") 'zP2 (V2! ) F2'ifJ2 (p2,.J '1/)3 (P3! ) 1'3 (P3in)
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+'1/)1 (PI!) 'l/Jl (PIiJ '1/)2 (p2!) 'l/J2 (P2;J 'l/J3 (P3!) F's'ifJ3 (P3i,,) IB (Pin))d
the notation of which can be symplified
where the spinors represent the composite-boosted spinors
This takes on the physically more tractable form:
BkekUAj [iT. (i1kJ. x qk) (if x q"Al] u>'in x
[1-! (.)1+ 'f/ -1) I:(El(N) - m1O_) + [! (.)1+ 'f/ _1')]2 II('EI(N) - mlo)]2 k:fl 2Ek(N) 2 1# 2Ek(N)
and Ak is given by
and B~:by
e.k (E~(N) - m~o)
BIc == --~.......:..:~-........:.-~
8mkoEk(JIi) (Ek(N) +mko)
as can be seen from Appendix B.
We further defin _ the quantity f (fJ) :
[!(Jl + 1] _1)]2 IT (EI(N) - mlo)2 !:j:k 2Ek(N)
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In the non relativistic limit, the mass energy of the particles becomes very
much greater than the kinetic energy, due to the fact that the particles are
nearly stationary. The entire energy of the particles is contained within the
mass-term (miQ ~ O.33Ge1/).
Hence, Ek(N) ~ IPkJ..1 and Ek(N) :::::mko' Since the expression is evaluated
Id-ll
at liI1 = 0 this implies that -firi-M = rJ = 0 and therefore f (7J) = 1.
• No
The only contribution comes from [17]
The quantization axis was chosen to be the s-axis, so d = 3.
By comparing the expressions
into which the wave function (6.15)is substituted, the result
(.lproton(n.r.) = 3ILN
Itneutron(n.r.) = -2JLN
is obtained, which leads to the much celebrated relation
J..Lproton 3
f:Lneutron = ~'2
of static QeD.
This brings us to the end of the argument, Some of the mathematically
more involved steps are shown in the Appendices.
This chapter outlined the mathematical steps as well as physical concepts
used in performing the calculation. A specific result was obtained, which was
very encouraging, but much more can still be done. Some of the plans for
the future are listed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Outlook
8.1 Conclusions
The dissertation was essentially divided into two parts: the first part. dealt
with fundamental concepts of physics which are of importance and the sec-
ond part mtroduced a specific model based on these concepts. A specific
calculation was performed (the expectation value of the spatial component
of the invariant electromagnetic current) and the magnetic moment expec-
tation value was computed in the non relativistic limit. It is my feeling that
both parts were essential in this dissertation, since I believe that a sound
understanding of the origins of the contemporary theories is needed in order
to fully appreciate modern physics. This understanding does not end at the
purely physical or mathematical aspects, but forces the student, of necessity,
to comprehend the underlying philosophies. WM not Heisenberg inspired by
the works of Wittgenstein?
Quite apart from the historical importance of these developments in
physics, they also form the foundation of much that is done today and it is
worthwhile, if not necessary, to study the mathematical techniques involved.
It was also necessary to present the previous work on the model so that
numerous steps in the computation of the spatial component of the current
did not go unjustified.
The calculation of the expectation value of the spatial component of the
current itself was a rather lengthy affair, which is the reason why some of the
explicit steps were omitted. The calculations were outlined with sufficient
detail so that they can be reproduced without much difficulty. More emphasis
GO
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was given to the more subtle points and difficulties which were encountered,
and how they were tackled.
A. very encouraging feature of the results were that the ratio i-Lproton = -!!2
JLncutron
was recovered in the static limit, which. is in accordance with static QCD.
8.2 Outlook
We have proposed a three-level relativistic model of a "nucleon template"
and demonstrated the non-relativistic reduction to static QCD. The following
issues need to be considered:
Tentative calculations have indicated that there are terms containing the
current quark mass= 51v[eV~which leads to mass singularities. This may
force us a field theoretical approach in order to consider l-loop contributions
which is beyond the SCOpBof this dissertation.
Calculations shown in Appendix B show that either these terms do not
contribute to the expectation value of j1 or that they have components in
the same direction as (iT x if) and that their contributions should therefore
be considered. This is a very recent development and was hence not fully
explained in the dissertation, but are quoted in Appendix B.
Another issue is the study of the parity. quantum number /1, which may
give us insights into the resonance 811(1535) of the proton. We aim to study
this resonance in terms of an "Umklapp" process. The overall parity of the
three' 1.rti.desystem in the ground state is even. Addition of energy to the
syste t, , "ill raise one of the quarks to the angular momentum p-state, which
is an v"td parity state, and hence change overall parity of the system. This
has the effect of flipping the normal defining the plane in which the quarks
are contained, thus changing fJ, from ito - ~. The energy added to the system
will be the energy difference between the even ground state (938fv[ eV) and
the odd parity partner of the proton at 1535..IVleV
Furthermore, some cross sections will have to be computed with the help
of the model. To this purpose, the axial vector current will have to be
calculated. Work is in progress in this direction.
Overall, it seems that the model is reasonable and has produced results
which ate confirmed either by experiment or by other theories. Yet there are
still many computations to perform and it will be only then that the model
can be accepted or rejected with a fair amount of certainty.
Chapter 9
Appendix
9.1 Appendix A
9.1.1 Current
The current operator is computed as follows:
(A B E G D) (
0 G) ( Ain + Bin + is; )
f +. f + f' f + I G 0 Gin+Din .
(A B E CD) ( oc; + GDin )= ·t-1./+ 1+ II f+ i GAin+GBin+GEin
+CjGAin + CfGBin + CIGEin + D/GAin + D,GBin +DJGEin
with:
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T~O . C'V.k(N)," C'V.k '(A A)'"E/:::::;:'Pf 'E- sinh -2 sinh '-27. PNI X PkJ, <a
. keN)
9.1.2 Gauge invariant terms
9.1. APPENDIX A
_ -ekXk(.E;",(N)+mkO). T [i] . + iCkX,,(Ek(N)+mkO) T f(fj X :;'\i] .
- 8mkOEk(N) 'Pf q rpm 8m"oEk(N) 'Pf l q} rpm
CfGAin
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Combining the terms AJGCin + CfGAin:
iekxk (Ek(N) + mko) T ( 'J
A/GCin + GlGAh = .. 4\ E 'PJ (a x ift <Pin
mko k(N)
(9.1)
_ e,,(Ek+mko} T[w:i] . _ iek(Ek+m~ T [(iT X·~ )j]
-- 4mkoEk(N) <Pf PkJ..!.pm 4mkOEk(N)!.p1 PkJ.
DfGAin
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(9.2)
--ekx2 T [ I= k r.p ie rti] (J.f 1 m i + ('2) lni] fl' d d ]
lGmkOEk(N}(Ek+m!-o) f PkJ. q q .'l> e 0' PkJ. qme~S (J qS r.pin
= 16mlcoEk~;~(~k+mkoY {cpJ [ia. (pkJ. xl/) qi] + [(-1) 0'1 (iYkJ. x it/ (_cidS(JdqS)] CPin}
. 2
= 16mkOE::;t;,,+mko) r.pJ [a. (iYkJ. X if) qi] cpin
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where Pt qS = O. Then
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T:k. T [((1 X ..... )i (J C'" x:;'\ 1
-SmkoEk(N) Ek(N)+mko)lPf Pk,L' PkJ. q'J <pin
To combine the terms B fG Din + D fG Binl use is made of the relation:
where the first term in the above expression is equal to:
eid8(TdPk,L slm! 0'1 pi,L qm = ((1 X Pk,L)i (f. (Plc,L X f/)
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The second term becomes:
2ieidscfdkclrnJ Pkl. o.kpL qm
= 2i (i1k1. . 8) (Pkl. X if)i - 2icri (i1k1. X Pkl.) . if:=: 2i (f/kl. . 8) (Pkl. x i/'/
since
2i(i (Pkl. x Pkl.) . if = 0
Combining the terms BfGDin + DfGBin :
s.co; +o.os; (9.4)
xr.pj [(PN! X 'hJi (5. ?/) + 'icdik(Jk(PN/ X PkJd (8. ?/)] 'Pin
Now,
cdik(Jk(PN X Pk )d (5· ?/)! .L
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PfGEin
i, f (,Ek(N)+mkoL sinh OOkWl sinh ~cpr (8. XkPN,) ek8(PkJ. x PNin) ·8CPinV 4EZ(N) (Ed'mkO) 2 ,
XCPJ [qiu. (PN.r X PkJ.) + ic1ik(jkql(PN! X Pk.!_)d(jd] £Pin
Now,
ic:lik(jkql(PN! X PkJ.)d(jd
= ic1id(PN! X PkJ.yql - clikckdf ql(PN! X PkJ.)d(jf
= i [(PN! X Pk.t) X ~i - rri(PN! X PkJ.)· q'+ (if· 8) (PN! X Pk.Ji
Then CfGEin equals ((PN! x PkJ.) . if= 0)
iekXk .1 __.i!k(N)+mko) sinh OOk(Nl sinh!!k.cpJ (fiN X Pk.J_)i (11 . q) CPin
2 y 4E~(N) (Ek+mkO) 2 2 !
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Thus
(9.5)
(Ek+mkokJ inh !Xk(N) inh ~ T( A ~ \ ..... i (... ...,)
4E2 (E + 81 2 81 '2 CPt PN, X PkJ..J . aa 0-' PkJ.. <Pink(N) k(N) mko
= i [Pk.L X (fiN! X PkJ..)] - (PN! X PkJi (8·PkJ..)
+ [(PN! X PkJ..) . PkJ..] (Ii
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eli! (jfpL_ (PN! x Pk.L)d(jd
= e!idp~..L.(fiN! x Pk.L)d
+iel'ifcfdk(jkp~.L (fiN! x Pk.L)d
Thus
Then
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9.2 Appendix B
9.2.1 Expectation 'Values
Again, we calculate
Equation (9.1)
Thus AfGCtn + CfGAin gives
L: ek(Ek(N)+mko) < BI 0"3 IB »
(k) 4mkoEk(N) (k)
Non relativistically (Ek(N) .-.)0 mka)
ek 3L 2 .i> < BIO"(k) IB »
(Ie) rr..:J.o
and relativistically (EleeN) ~ mko),
(9.7)
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(9,8)
Equation (9.2)
=0
Equation. (9.3)
2
B,GCin + o.ce; = 16 E ek~~. ) cpr {(iT x vi, 8. (Pic.!. X qJ} cpin
mko k(J.} k + mko .
'T'~rms quadratic in q have the following form:
This is a total derivative, and therefore put to zero.
Equation (9.4)
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Thus (9.4) (first term) gives (IPieJ.12 :::: Ef(N) - rn~o)
L ek(Ef(N) _. m%o) \ < BI ark) IB >
(k) 8mkoEk(N) (Ek(N) +mko J
Non relativistically this gives zero.
Relativistically:
l-8ek < BI (j'rk) IB >
(k) mko
The second term results in
(9.9)
Since p%J. = 0, this term contributes nothing to the magnetic moment.
Equation (9.6)
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We consider the first term:
Thus the contribution i~
"......,. ~ (Ek+mko) 'nhOlk(N) 'nhOlk BI (A ,) ...) ( ... v)dlBL'Wk. 2 (') si -~2 Sl 2" < ,P/I'/ X PkJ,. • a r X -.- >
(.~) Ek(N) Ek(N) +mko '/,
(9.10)
Clearly, non relativistically this is zero.
Relativisticelly, Ek(N) --l- 00 so that at fJ --l- 0, this term vanishes ill the
relativistic limit.
Let's look at the second term:
The same methods give
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-;::--"'-;-:---"""'--",,",sinh C(k~sinh" < Blrx (PN, x PkJJ (5. ~)3IB >
(9.11)
as contribution to fJ3. For the first term above, clearly 5 ;:f. 0-35:\ and the
second term vanishes in both f;h(~non relativistic (static) and the relativistic
limits.
Clearly, since we evaluate fJ3 at 'f/ = 0, (9.10) and (9.11) anyway do not
contribute to fJ (sinh., -+ 0). However, this is a rheu{ that their contribution
to the magnetic radius, is zero.
Our extreme non relativistic value for the magnetic moments are thus
given by (9.7):
fJprotonCN.R..) = 3jJN (9.12)
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9.3 Appendix C
9.3.1 Calculation of dLips
The Lorentz invariant phase space element for a three particle system is given
by
3 d3p
dLips = (2'lll81 (P - PI - P2 - P3) n 3 i (9.13)
',=1 (21f) 2Ei
where P is the 4-momentum of the entire system, consisting of 3 particles
with 4~rnomentum Pi each. It is clear that the 8-flmction is an expression of
energy and 3-momentum conservation.
When we move to the center of mass coordinates, the 3-mow,entum of
the entire system reduces to P = O.The total energy of a relativistic system
can be written as
(9.14)
where p2 is the square of the three momentum of the entire system and
M2 its total mass.
In he center of mass frame, with P = 0, (9.14) reduces to [13]
(9.15)
The 8-function in (9.13) can be split into the following
{)4 (P - Pl - P2 - P3) = 8 (Etot - El - E2 - E3) 83 (p - PI - P2 - fJa)
which becomes in she center of mass frame, with the help of (9.15)
64 (P - PI - P2 -_ Pa) = Ii (M - El - E2 - E3) tP (PI +P2+ i%) (9.16)
where E~=l Pi ::::::0 in the eMS frame. Hence (9.13) becomes, on substi-
tution with (9.16)
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To get rid of one of the integration measures, say d3p;31 we can make use
of [13]
PI+ih+va=o (9.18)
This can he seen as follows: on integration over fI~=1d~7i,which is the
only instance in which the 8-function makes sense, all the possible values of
the Pi are considezed and the only ones which are picked out, I.e, do not result
in zero, are the values which ate subject to the condition E~=l Pi = O. This
fact is mathematically manifested in the function 83 (PI + ih + ik). When
any arbitrary values of PI and P2 are picked out, which is the case in an
integration, the value of P3 follows automatically from the constraint (9.18).
Furthermore, the energy relation for the third particle, namely
E2 ~+ 2·3 =P3 rn3 (9.19)
or
E3 = {iif+m§
where only the positive energy solutions are taken into account, can he
rewritten, again with the help of (fr.lB) , as
E3 = {(ii:t fi2)2 +m§
so that, finally, (9.17) becomes [13)
au 1: (M E E r;:;:( _, ... )2 2) 1 rr2 d3pi?'ps= u - 1- '2- V\Pl +P2 +m3 ---.-'5 --
SEa (271') i=l Ei
(9.20)
where the function 83 (PI + ih + va) has been eliminated by the Imple-
mentation of constraint (9.18) and the eradication of the d3p3 dependence
via integration, which yielded unity as a result.
We use the infinitesimal volume element in spherical coordinates
and analogously
to rewrite
(9.21)
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Making use of
and differentiating
EidEi = IPiIdp~
since the rest mass, tti; is a constant.
Substituting (9.22) into (9.21) yields [13]
(9.22)
Ed/idE]. dnlE2~dE2dn2
Iplllp21
- Eilpli dE1dn1E21p21 dE2dn2
- E1E2dEl dE2 jp211P11 dn2dfh
(9.23)
(9.24)
We move to Euler angle coordinates via the relation
dn1dn2 = dad cosf3d'Yd cos 812 = dRdcos812 (9.25)
In this expression, 812 is the angle between ihand P2 and (a, (3, 1) denotes
the orientation of the normal to the plane fi =Pl. X P2'
Substituting (9.25) into (9.23) , we obtain [13]
d3P1d3p2 = E1E2dE1dE2dR Ifi211fiti d cos 812 (9.26)
It is clear that
I dn1 J dn2 = J dR J d cos ()12= (47Tl
The transition from spherical polar coordinates to Euler angles is a well
understood transformation.
Starting again from (9.18), it is clear that the vectors ili form a triangle.
Using this fact and the cosine rule for triangles
~ = pt +p~+ 2lfilllp'2l cos 012
in which the length of the vectors Ipil and 11521 are kept constant, we
obtain upon differentiation
IPsI dpa = IPiIIfi21 d cos 812
Using the relation (9.22) , we can identify [13]
EadE3 = Ipd 1P21dcosB12 (9.27)
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Substituting (9.27) into (9.26) yields
d3P1d3p2 = EIB;.E3dEldEzdE:idR
which finally gives
"We eliminate the function {j (]vI - B1 - E2 - Ba] out by integrating over
dEa, where the integral is equal to unity. We are left with the expression [12J
dLips = ( 4)5dEldE2dR4'71" '
where 8(2~)5 has been rewritten (4;)5'
This is the result quoted in (6.12) and used in (6.13) .
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9.4 Appendix D
9.4.1 The Parity operation
A three particle system with an arbitrary orientation, given by the Euler
angles (a,!3, 'Y), is denoted
where E, is the energy and Ai the helicity quantum number of the ith
particle,
Here again, we write the three particle state in the standard orientation,
i.e. with the particles contained within the xy.·plane, as a product of three
single particle states:
3
10,0,0, Eil Ai) = bIIIpi, 8i, Ai)
i=l
vVe shall now investigate the meaning of the quantum number /.1,.
We have seen from (6.13) that a state of good total angular momentum
J is obtained via [12]
IJ, S, fLj Ei, Ai)
= ~J dR(a,{-J,'Y)Dif:(a,{3,'Y)!a,(J,'Y;Ei,mi) (9.29)
where dR = dad cos ,Bd'Y, the integration. measure over the entire space in
terms of the Euler angles and the other terms as defined in the chapter on
the helicity formalism.
(9.29) becomes
We shall only concentrate on the integration over d'Y which is where II
comes from.
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The relation (9.30) takes on the more specific form [12]
jdRDJ * ( f.? ) ~ -im!adJ -iAi'Y 10 ° ° E )Alf.La, fJ, 'Y ,t_. e • m~Aie , , , i,mi
mlJ dReiMadif:eif.L'Y 2: e-im~ad~~.>.\e-i.>.n10,0,0, z; m'l)
tTLl
(9.31)
(9.32)
where the explicit definitions of the operators Dif~ (a, f, 'Y) and U [R (a,,8, I)]
have been used and the eigenvalue problem of J. :Pi has been evaluated. The
constant Jt; has been omitted
The exponent ei(/L-A,h can be written in terms of a 6-fnnction, which
makes the physical interpretation easier. The eigenvalue of the operator Jz'Y
is Ai. The exponential picks out the eigenvalue Ai = f-L from the operator Tn.
This eigenvalue fL lies along the z-axia. Since J. n and fL are both rotated by
/ via the exponents, it is obvious that fL is rotationally invariant, since any
other rotation would again rotate both to the same final state.
Now we are in a position to analyze the effects of the parity operation on
the three particle state.
First, we observe how the standard three particle state is affected
II 10,0, 0, Ei, A'i) = bIIII 1~,Pi'Si, Ai)
i
(9.33)
\Ve are now dealing with Euler angles on the left hand side, which give
orientation of the normal to the plane in which the particles are contained,
but with spherical polar coordinates on the right.
We can rewrite (9.33) as follows
II 10,0, 0, s; Ai) == bIlIIU [R (¢il~'0)] U [(L (pz)] lSi, mi) (9.34)
z
- b~Inu [n (¢i' i,0)] IpizSi! mi)
- bIJ~rrD~iAi (¢i'~'O) Ipi%si,mi)
- bI}~nl¢i'~'Pi%'Si'A> (9.35)
The parity operator IT acts on the rotation operator as follows
IID.:n.>.(¢, (},0) -+ D:n.>.(7T' + ¢, 7T' - (), 0) = eirrsD:n_A (¢, (),0) (9.36)
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where the equality in (9.36) is one of the properties of the rotation ma-
trices [12].
Substituting the result (9.36) into the second-last of the equalities of
(9.34) gives
II 10, 0, 0,e;Ai) - b1]~ 7]iei1l'SiD~i-..\i (cPi'~' 0) Ipi"sil mi) (937)
- bI]~ 7]iei7r"i 171"+ cPi, ~'Pi..' Sil --A:>--
"Ve can see by comparison between the last equality of (9.34) with the
result of (9.37) that the only change implemented in the state vector by the
parity operator was a rotation around the z+axis, i.e. </>i - > 71"+ cPi'
It is on these grounds that we can rewrite (9.37) as
II 10, 0, 0, e; '\) - bIT 2: 'r;ieillGi U [R (71",0,0)] 10,0,0, Ei; -Ai)
i m
- bII2:7]iei7rSiU [R (0, 0,71")]10,0,0, s; -Ai)
im
The reason why U [R (71",0, 0)] = U [R (0, 0, 71")] in this case is inherent in
the fact that both the Euler angles a and,,/ in the expression U [R (a,,8, ,,/)]
are rotations around the z-axis. The rotations do not normally commute,
but in this case we are only dealing with a rotation around the z-axie.
So, for a general state la,,8, ,,/i Ei, Ai) , the parity operator acts as follows
II la, /3, ,,/, e;Ai)
i m
-- bIT 2:7]iei1l'8iU [R (a, {3, "/ + 71')] 10,0,0, »; -Ai)
i m
where we can see that "/' = 'Y + 71"is the principle operation on the state
vector for the angles. We can use this fact in the integral (9.31) :
IIIJ, S,!-Li Ei, Ai) =
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J
3
dR' eilv!o.dJ >I< e~WY'e-ip/Tr II7l·e-'i7rm; '" e-im~a.dJ f eiAn' 10 0 0 B. m·),M,L '/~ L... mi,-A; , , , z, z
'1",,1 m'
3
J dR' eiMCl.dJ * eip."'/ II7l·e-i',rmi-i/L7r ""' e-im~OtdJ (:,·i>.n' 10 0 0 e. m ,)'MfJ. 'n L... m~,-,,; , ,,, Zl 'ti=l m'
3
IT 7l'e-i7rm,-ip,7r J dR'D·T * (a fJ "'y') la (3 "'" s. -A')'It kfP. " , ., " \:, ~
i""l
311 'T/l'T/2'T/3 (_1)-m1-m2-ma-/L 1.1, s, J.Li s; -Ai)
i=l
where dR' = dad cos(3d,,(' and use has been made of the relation ei() =
cos()+ i sin e.
The appearance of J.L in the exponent has the effect of reversing the pax-
ity, depending on its value, which can be J.L == ±~ , since it is the angular
momentum quantum number and the system is in an overall state of spin
projection ±~.
Consequently, we can say that under a change of parity, an additional
phase factor is pickedup, which changes the overallSign of the wavefunction
[13]
The diagrams below show how the Euler angles implement the parity
operation.
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I ~ PILL.~/_.___......-__'
Standard orientation: the particles with momenta Piare contained within
the X,JTL-plane. The subscript "L" implies that the system is in the
lab-frame of reference.
The vectors Pi have been rotated by all angle')' around the ZL-axis. The
rotated coordinate system is denoted by XL Yi and Zb respectively.
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A rotation by an angle (3 has been implemented around the YL-axis into the
new coordinate system XZ, YJ: and Z£ .
l__--' --'
.,'
,
"
~ '1";'\J .
.~,/~'\
l.? 1 /~ .: , .
I Y·'c /1'''':
l____. x(__/ ~ ~
The system is rotated around the ZZ-axis by an angle a. The rotation is
complete, with the new coordinate system denoted by .x1,', YEt and Z'J:.
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905 Appendix E
9.5.1 Normalization
We want to normalize the state
3
bIII('X, ,8, 1'; E1, E2; 1 ii) Ai)
i=l
The normalization condition is given by
where the integration goes over dLips.
It is clear that (9.38) is equal to [12]
(('X', ,B', ry'; E~, E~:,!j:, A~ I ex, (1,1'; E1, E2; .i« '\)
1 , ITS .,. >.' )..- 8(ex - (lO-6 ((3 - ,B')8(1' -1") 8(E1 -- E1) 8(E2 - E~) O'JiJiO' j t~,B ~
1 . (R R') J: (E "1'"1,' J: E E') ITS r:j'j. f:N A'- --,,-0 ,._. u ;.11 - t,:d u \ :.12"- 2 u i 'u ! '
co..:;(3 i::::l
The Lorentz invariant phase space element was derived in Appendix C
for this particular set of variables and was shown to be
Hence, the normalization is formally written
s
v = J J J . 4 1)dE1dE2dR;):-S (R - It') 8 (E,. - ED 8 (E2 - E~)l:2: IT 8j~ji8A~Ai
(47r) .,In,B j, Ai i=l
with dR = dod cos ,Bd',,/.
The factor of Si~13 is introduced to compensate for a sin,B appearing in the
integrand of the integral over d cos ,B when a change of variables Il' -+ - cos {1
is implemented.
All the 8~functions reduce to unity when the integrations over dE1,dE2
and dR as well as the sums over i. and Ai are carried out.
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We are left with
or
b=-~
(4?r)~
for the normalization factor, which the result quoted in the chapter" Model
of the Nucleon"
9.6 Appendix F
9.6.1 Solution of a free particle
Particle at rest
Let 11S consider a specific example now, to Illustrate how different parts of
the wave function behave when operators act on them.
We consider the solution of the Dirac equation of a particle at rest, which
is given by [2J:
r = 1,2,3,4
€r = +1 if r = 1,2
er = -1 if r :::::3,4
We see that if e; is negative, then the rest mass energy of the particle,
mo changes sign, which gives rise to the negative energy interpretation, 'The
spinors in nris state have the form:
fl] [0] ro] raj
wl(O) = l~w'(O) = ~ w'(D) = l~•w'(D) = l~
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9.6.2 Boosted free particle
We shall now see how the Lorentz boost acts on the wave function. If we
want to boost the particle to an arbitrary momentum p, all we need to do
is apply the Lorentz boost to the stationary wave function. We shall boost
the particle along the x-direction and use the operator that we have found
earlier, namely:
The spatial part of the wave function, exp[-('ie1'm)t] 1 can be rewritten
so that the term in the exponent gives a Lorentz scalar, which will not be
affected by changes of frame.
We rewrite it in the following form:
exp(-(ic1'p~x~)]
This part will not be affected by the transformation and all the energy
terms are contained in the spinors.
We need therefore only consider the effect of the boost on the spinor:
i
w1'(p) = exp] -2Wc:r01)w1' (0)
The exponent is expanded in a Maclaurin expansion which yields:
w1'(p) = (14 cosh i --al sinh~) w1'(O)
When explicitly calculated, the matrix below is obtained [2J:
(
1 0 0 - tanh ¥f )
W 0 1 - tanh ¥l 0 ~ , .
w'l'(p) = cosh - 2 tI/(O)
2 0 -tanhi 1 0
-tanh~ 0 0 12
We can see that the spinors are changed and when identifying the trigono-
metric expressions in terms of energy and momentum as [2]:
w p- tanh - = -=-;;...__
2 .E+m
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w JE+f!!cosh- ~.t;
2 2m
We obtain:
(
10
w'(P) ~ r+m 0 _!__
2m 0 E+-r.
E!m 0
o
......1L ••
E+m
1
o
It can be Been that the term Fm will become very small in the non-
relativistic limit, since then thp, rest energy is very much larger than the
momentum -.The representation then reduces tu the one found by Pauli [2].
,If
9.7 Appendix G
9.7.1 Gordon decomposition
We start with the baryon current (7'.6) and derive the Gordon. decomposition,
using the constraints for the Breit frame (7.8). Although the calculation is
quite trivial, it is lengthy.
The baryon current is given by
where u.t (p f' sf) and tz(Pin, Sin) are spinors boosted in a general direction.
This can be written schematically
U [L (pj] u (0, s) :::;U (p, 8)
and the spinors are normalized according to
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